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The purpose of this paper is to define Chern classes for higher algebraic 
K-theory in the greatest possible generality and to generalize the 
Riemann-Roch theorems of Grothendieck [34] and Baum et aL [2, 3] to 
higher algebraic K-theory. The classical Grothendieck Riemann-Roch 
theorem asserts that if f :X~ Y is a proper morphism between quasi- 
projective varieties over an algebraically closed field and ~'- is a locally free 
•x module then: 
. Ta(X) ) = oh( f ,  Ta( Y), 
where the Chern character of J is an element of the cohomology ring 
A*(X) (.4* could be the Chow ring, integral cohomology, or one of several 
other theories), f., is the direct image, "Gysin homomorphism" 
A*(X)--.A*(Y), Td(X) and Td(Y) are certain universal power series in the 
Chern classes of the tangent bundles o f  X and~:Y and f . [ J - ]  is 
Y' (-1)i[R~f,-J -] considered as an element of the Grothendieck group Ko(Y ). 
The generalization we prove (see Section 4 for the full statement and proof) 
asserts that given a suitable category of schemes W and a suitable 
cohomology theory on W:X--*H*(X,F(*)), there is a theory of Chern 
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classes for the higher algebraic K theory of 7 p with coefficients in 
H*(X,F(*)), i.e., for all p, i>~0 there is a natural transformation of 
contravariant functors (d is a constant = 1 or 2): 
Ks( ) - ,  , r(i)). 
Using these classes one may construct a natural transformation of covariant 
functors on the category of projective morphisms in 7/~: 
r ,  = ® ® ) -  ® ® 
q>o 
where K'(X) for X in 7/` is the "homology" algebraic K-theory of coherent 
sheaves on X and H . (  , F(*)) is the homology theory corresponding to the 
cohomology theory F(*). In the case of a projective morphism between on- 
singular algebraic varieties over field f :  X-~ Y, the theorem reduces to the 
more classical ooking formula: 
f~ (ch(a) . Td(X)) = ch(f,(a)) Td(Y) 
for any a E Kp(X). 
In Section 1 we write down the axioms that we need for a graded 
cohomology-homology theory F(*) on a category of schemes ~.  The 
cohomology theory X--* H*(X,F(*)) is the hypercohomology of a graded 
complex of sheaves of abelian groups on the big Zariski site ~ZAR of ~ .  
The axioms are enough to ensure, using the methods of Grothendieck ([23]), 
that there exist a theory of Chern classes for representations of sheaves of 
groups on a scheme X in ~ coming from universal classes, for n t> i 
C i C Hdi(B.Wf~, F(i)) where B.~S~ is the simplicial sheaf on 7/~ZAR which 
restricts to B.WL~(c~x) on each X in ~.  In the case where ~-  has a final 
object S the C i lie in the cohomology of the simplicial scheme B.GL,/S. 
Using the homotopy theory of simplicial sheaves developed by K. Brown 
([9], [10]) together with a generalization of an idea of Quillen one sees that 
elements of the cohomology of B.GL,/S correspond to elements in the 
cohomology groups of the simplicial sheaf on ~'ZAR which takes the value 
J2B2~ x (the infinite loop space whose homotopy groups are the K-theory of 
X) on X in ~,  or equivalently characteristic lasses for the K-theory 
functors on ~.  This point of view is central to the proof of the 
Riemann-Roch theorem, and also shows that Chern classes exist for higher 
K-theory with values in cohomology theories not considered in the text, such 
as crystalline eohomology. This approach also allows the a priori 
construction of local Chern classes for higher K-theory as conjectured by 
Grothendieck for K o (in Section 6 we show, via an equivalent definition of 
K-theory due to Waldhausen, that our definition agrees with that of Iversen 
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for K 0 [27]). The construction of Chern classes, the Chern character and the 
proofs of their basic properties are in Section 2. In Section 3 we prove the 
first of the three Riemann-Roch theorems in the paper, the Riemann-Roch 
theorem without denominators for a closed immersion of schemes mooth 
over a base scheme S. This theorem (Theorem 3.1), apart from its 
independent interest, is a key step in the proof of the main Riemann-Roch 
theorem of Section 4. 
Our Riemann-Roch without denominators is a theorem "with supports" in 
the style of Proposition 6.1 of [27], and as such can be used to show that the 
Chern classes for higher K-theory define maps of coniveau spectral 
sequences, and to compute these maps at the E~ level by studying the 
relationship between Chern classes and localization in K-theory. In Section 4 
we state and prove the full Riemann-Roch theorem for (possibly Singular) 
schemes quasi-projective over a fixed base. In Section 5 we prove an 
analogue of this theorem, which asserts the existence of a natural transfor- 
mation relating K-theory to topological K-theory. 
Finally Sections 6 and 7 form an Appendix in which we collect various 
results on K-theory not previously in the literature that we use in the text, 
and prove that the Chow ring satisfies the axioms of Section 1. These results 
are taken from the author's 1978 Harvard thesis. 
1. GENERALIZED COHOMOLOGY THEORIES ON 
CATEGORIES OF SCHEMES 
DEFINITION 1.1. (i) A graded cohomology theory F(*) on a category 
of schemes consists of a graded complex of shaves of abelian groups 
_F*(*)=@iez_/-~(i) on the big Zariski site ~ZAR of ~' ,  together with a 
pairing in the derived category of graded complexes of abelian sheaves on 
~ZAR-" 
L 
r*(*) ® r*(*) ~ r*(*), 
Z 
which is associative with unit and (graded-) commutative. 
(ii) Given such a cohomology theory, for each pair (Y, X) of schemes 
in W, with Y a closed subscheme of X one may define the cohomology of X 
with coefficients in F and supports in Y by 
HI(X, F(j) ) = HI(X, E*(j) ). 
Note that by construction the groups Hit(X, F(j)) are contravariant functors 
in (X, IT); given f :  Z ~X there is a natural map for all i,j: 
f:: ttir(X, r(j)) -~ H}_,(Mz, v(j)). 
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The product on the graded complex _F*(*) induces a commutative ring 
structure on H*(X,F(*)) and an H*(X,F(*)) module structure on 
H*(X, F(*)) for each closed subscheme Y c X, both of which are compatible 
with the maps ft. We can also extend the definition of the cohomology 
groups H*(X, F(*)) to include simplicial schemes. For if X. is a simplicial 
object in 7/. then, since for each j~> 0, F*(j) is a complex of sheaves on 
~zaa,  it restricts to a complex of sheaves on X. the hypercohomology 
groups of which we write Hi(X, F(j)). 
We want to assume that the cohomology theory F(*) can be extended to 
form a duality theory similar to that defined in [5 ]. 
DEFINITION 1.2. We now fix a category of schemes over a fixed base S. 
A (twisted) duality theory on ~ with coefficients in F(*) consists of the 
following data: 
(i) A covariant functor from the category ~,  of proper morphisms 
in ~ to bigraded abelian groups 
X-~ @ H,(X,F(j)), 
i~O,j~Z 
which is a presheaf in the Zariski topology of each X in ~" such that if the 
square below on the left is cartesian with f g proper and i, i' open 
immersions, the square on the right commutes: 
U -~ X Hi(U, F(j)), "* Hi(X, r(j)) 
v _2_, y Hi(V, r ( j ) ) ,  Hi(Y, F(j)) 
(ii) Let i: Y~ X be a closed immersion in W, and let a: (X -  I1)~ X 
be the corresponding open immersion. Then there is a long exact sequence: 
--* Hi(Y, F(j)) t,~ Hi(X ' F(j)) '**, Hi (X-  Y, F(j)) 
e, Hi . l(y,/~(j)) 
such that for all proper morphisms X~X'  in W there is a map from the 
long exact sequences for the pair (Y, X) to that for (f(Y), X'). 
(iii) For each pair (Y, X) as in (ii) a cap product 
N: Hi(X, F(r) ) (~) Hiy(X, F(s) ) --* Hi_j( Y, r(r - s) ), 
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which is a pairing of presheaves on each X in ~ and such that for each 
cartesian square 
Y--- , ,X 
Y'----~X' 
with fx proper and I1' a closed subscheme of X', we have the projection 
formula: 
f.,(a) ~ z =f.,(a ~f(z ) )  
for a H Hi(X, F(r)) and z H H~r(X ',F(s)). 
(iv) For each X in ~,  flat over S of relative dimension ~<n there is a 
global section r/x of Hd,((X, F(n)) (where d is either one or two, and is fixed 
for the theory F) as a presheaf on X, called the fundamental c ass of X. 
(v) Suppose that X H 7 e" is smooth over S of relative dimension n 
and Y~ X is a closed immersion, then 
~n:  H~"-'(X, r(n - r) ) -. H,( Y, r(r) ) 
is an isomorphism, and the class 
~x H H~,(X, r(n)) ~- H°(X, r(0)))  
corresponds to the unit in the ring structure of H*(X, F(*)). It follows that if 
Y H ~ can be embedded in a scheme X smooth over S we can compute 
Hi(Y, r(r)) as Harn-i(X, _l~x(n -- r)). 
(vi) If Y~X is a closed immersion of schemes mooth over S, then 
the isomorphism (from (v)) 
is induced by a map 
Hi(y, r(r)) ~- H~+d~(S, r (r  + p)) 
j,: E*(r) --* Rjt_l-~x(r +p)[dp], 
wherefl is the functor "sections with support on Y" and _F*(*) and L~r(*) are 
the restrictions of F*(*) to X and Y. 
(vii) We suppose that if j: Y~ X is a closed codimension p immersion 
of schemes mooth over S then the projection formula ((iii) above): 
j,(z) U a =j,(z Uj:(a)) (1.3) 
for z H HP(Y, F(r)), a H Hi(X, F(s)) is represented by the commutativity of 
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the diagram in the derived category of complexes of sheaves of abelian 
groups on X: 
Rj,.E*(r) @ _I~x(S) 1~, Rj,. _F'~v(r) _Fr(s) 
Z Z 
L 
Rfr_*(r + p)[@] ® _F*(s) Rj~(~(r + s)) 
Rf(E*(s + r +p)[@]) 
(viii) There are external products at least in the case of schemes X, 
Y@ W quasi-projective over S: 
[]: H,(X, r(r)) ® Hi(Y, r(s)) ~ H,+j(X × r, r(r + s)) 
coming from the natural product H*x(M, F(*)) ®zH*(N, F(*)) 
H*xr(M × N, F(*)) where X~ M, Y-~ N are embeddings of X and Y into 
schemes mooth over S. 
(ix) For any XEW if p:A~xoX is the natural map, then 
p*: Hi(X, F(r)) -~ Hi(A~c, F(r)) is an isomorphism. 
(x) For all n/> 1 and all X ~ W the natural product 
H*(P~, F(,)) (~) H,(X, F(,)) ~ H,(P~, F(,)) 
Z 
is surjective, and there is an isomorphism 
7r*( ) c~ ~p: ~ H,_ap(X, r(rp)) ~ H,(PL r(r) ), 
p=O p=O 
where re: P~X is the natural map, and ~Ha(Pnx, F(1)) is the inverse 
image of the hyperplane class ~ in Ha(Px, F(1)) by the natural map P~ ~ P~. 
(xi) Finally we suppose that there is a natural transformation of 
contravariant functors on :~: 
cycle: Pic( ) ~ Ha( , F(1)), 
which extends the cycle class map for effective Cartier divisors coming from 
(iv) and (v) above. 
There are several examples of theories atisfying the axioms above. 
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EXAMPLE 1.4. 
(i) De Rham eohomology [24]. Let ~ be the category ~ of 
varieties over a field k of characteristic zero which have smooth embeddings 
and for all j~>0 and all X EOb(7 ~) set _F*(j)=Ox/k. The De Rham 
homology groups HD~(x) are defined using axiom (v) of (1.2), and the 
proofs of the axioms may be found in [24]. For De Rham cohomology 
d=2.  
(ii) The Chow ring. ~ is the category of varieties of finite type over 
a field and -/~x(J) is the sheaf ~ of Quillen K-groups on X fo r j~  0 and the 
zero sheaf for j < 0. See the appendix for details of this theory. (Note: 
d=l . )  
(iii) Etale cohomology. Fix an integer n and let ~', be the category 
of schemes X over Spec(Z[1/n]). Then there is a map of sites 
u: Spec(Z [1/n)]ET ~ Spec(Z [1/n])ZAR 
and we define, for each i ~ Z: 
F_* (i) = R u*~t~ i, 
where ~t~ i is the usual ith Tate twist of the &ale sheaf of nth roots of unity. 
By [11], for each XC Ob(~)  
Hi(X, r(j)) i = HET(X, 
The ~tale homology groups are as defined in [5] and the axioms are proved 
in [11]. (Note: d=2. )  
(iv) "Classical" integral eohomology. U" is the category of varieties 
of finite type over C. We know that the integral cohomology H*(X, Z) of a 
variety X C Ob(~') may be computed as the sheaf cohomology of the 
constant sheaf _Z in the classical topology. Let 
u: (Seh/C)cLgss ~ (Sch/C)zg. 
be the natural map of sites. Then we define 
r*( i)  = Ru , (Z)  
for all i ~ Z. The proofs of the axioms are classical or may be found in [5, 
36]. 
We must now describe a completely different approach to the cohomology 
of schemes due to Brown [9, 10]. Given a topological space X, or more 
generally any topos, a simplicial sheaf on X is a simplicial object in the 
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category of sheaves on X. These naturally form a category which we denote 
s.Y(X). Brown has proved [9, 10] that the category s.Y(X) has many of 
the properties of a model category in the sense of Quillen [30]. Specifically 
one has the following definitions and theorems, all coming from [9, 10]. 
DEFINITION 1.5. A map f :  ~ .~. .  of simplicial sheaves is a weak 
equivalence if it induces weak equivalences [29] on the stalks fx: ~.x +~7.x 
for all x ~ X. A map p: ~. + 9 .  will be called a global fibration for any 
inclusion U c V of open sets the natural map 
r(v, g.)-+ r(v, 9.)xr<.,~.)r(u, g.) 
is a Kan fibration [29]. A simplicial sheaf ~.. is calledflasque if the natural 
map p:~.--* {,} where /*} is the punctual simplicial sheaf is a global 
fibration or equivalently if for all Uc  V the restriction map 
E(V, ~.) ~ F(U, ft.) is a Kan fibration. 
THEOREM 1.6 (Brown [9], Brown and Gersten [10]). Let X be a 
noetherian topological space of finite Krull dimension. Then the category 
s .Y  (X) with the above defnitions of weak equivalence and global fibration is 
a closed model category in the sense of [30]. The associated homotopy 
category will be denoted HoY(X).  
One can show that each object ~. E s.Y(X) has a flasque resolution, i.e., 
there is a weak equivalence g. + ~" where g '  is cofibrant and flasque, and 
that the category HoS/(X) is equivalent to the category of cofibrant fiasque 
objects in s.Y(X) and homotopy classes of maps between them. The above 
theorem and comments hold equally for the category s.Y*(X) of pointed 
simplicial sheaves. 
DEFINITION 1.7. 
(i) Let g. be an object of s.Y*(X), X as in theorem (1.6). Its 
generalized cohomology groups are defined by picking a flasque resolution 
~.' of E. and then setting 
H-"(X, g.) = ~,(Rr(X, g.)), 
where RE(X, ~.) = E(X, g.'). RE is a functor from HoY*(X)  to Hob:*(.). 
(ii) If YcX is a closed subset and ~. E Ob(s.Y*(X)), then the 
generalized cohomology groups of ~. with supports in Y are 
H;.(x, g.) = ~.(REy(X, g.) ), 
where REy(X, ~.) = Fibre(RE(X, g.) + RE(X -- Y, g.)). 
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finite Krull dimension). Then we define a natural functor 
R f , :  HoY(X)  ~ HoY(Y)  
by setting Rf,( J~) =f , (~. )  i f~ .  is a flasclue object in sY(X) .  
From the definitions it is easily seen that if X satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 1.6 and Y c X is a closed subspace then 
H~,(X, ~.) = HoS~*(X)[5"~P r, ~..], (1.8) 
where Y~, the constant sheaf of p-spheres (or rather of their singular 
simplicial complexes) supported on Y. 
Before discussing the relationship between the generalized sheaf 
cohomology of (1.7) and more convential definitions of sheaf cohomology, 
we need some ideas from the cohomology of sheaves of groups. 
DEFINITION 1.9. Let &W be a sheaf of groups on a topological space X. 
Then ~¢,  the classifying topos of &W is the category of sheaves of sets on X 
with &W action [21]. The category of abelian objects in ~ is equivalent to 
the category of Z[&W] modules, where Z[&W] is the sheaf of integral group 
rings associated to &W. If ~ is an abelian object of ~ we define the 9-  
cohomology groups of ~r: 
Hi(X, &W, ~'-) = R e Hom~({ * }, ~r) = R'(F(X, ~rg)), 
where {*} is the punctual sheaf with trivial &W-action. Alternatively: 
H'(X, &W, ~'-) = Ext'z/~(_Z, J-) ,  
where Z_ is the constant sheaf with trivial &W action associated to Z. These 
cohomology groups may be computed either by taking Z[& w] injective 
resolutions of J -  [22] or taking the direct limit of the (~ech cohomology of 
hypercoverings of the final object {e} of ~ [32]. 
PROPOSITION 1.10. Let X, &W, J be as above; then there is a spectral 
sequence: 
E~ "q = HP(X, ~q(&W, ~r)) =~ H p + q(X, ~,  ,~-), (1.11 )
which converges when X has finite cohomological dimension. 
Proof This is just the Grothendieck spectral sequence [22] of the 
composition of functors 
HomB~({, }, )=F(X, ) .~,~,,  ({,},). 
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NOW we have the following generalization of Proposition 2 of [10]. 
THEOREM 1.12. Let X be a noetherian topological space of finite Krull 
dimension, let ~ be a sheaf of groups on X and J-* a complex of flasque 
abelian sheaves on X with trivial ~-action. Then there is a canonical 
isomorphism for n >~ p >/O: 
HP(X, B. ~, ~P(~'-*, n)) d-e- fHo~*(X)[SPB.~,~(~' -* ,  n)]
H'-P(X, ~, J - * ) ,  
where B.~ (sometimes this is written I~-.~) is the simplicial sheaf 
Bk ~ = ~k, 
di( gl ,'", gk) = ( gl ,'", gi-1 gi ..... gk), 
si( gl ..... gk) ---- ( g, ..... gi-1, e, gi ..... gk) 
and ~( J - * ,  n) is the Dold-Puppe construction [13] applied to the 
homological complex ~- ,  [ n ]: 
~[n]  =..~-i+. i > O, 
= ker d,: {~,-i+, ~ ~z-i+, + 1} i=0.  
Proof Recall [30, II, Sect. 5] that there is a pair of adjoint functors 
(where 5Zab(X) is the category of simplicial sheaves of abelian groups on X) 
HoY*(X) ~, HoYa~(X), 
Ri 
Ho5 z * (X)[~e, Ri(~.) ] = HoSZao(X ) [Rab (~'), ~¢:.] 
and that HoS~ao(X ) is equivalent to the derived category D z of homological 
complexes of abelian sheaves on X [30]. Hence, i fp = 0: 
H°(X, B .~,~(~-* ,  n) ) ~ Dz[ ZB.~,~-,  [n ] ], 
where ZB.ff is the chain complex of B.ff. Since ff acts trivially on ~,  In], 
Dz[ZB.~, ~ , In]] --- Dzl~q[ZW.~,~'-,[n]] 
(W.ff is the universal ff-torsor over B.ff). ZW.ff is a resolution of the 
constant sheaf _Z by free Z[ff] modules, hence 
Dzt~rI[ZW.~,~,[n]] = Ho(X, if, J - ,  [n]) ---- H"(X, if, ~r-,). 
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If p > 0 then 
HP(X, B.,~, ~(..~-*, n)) = HoY*  (X)[~P A B.~, ~(~'~*n)] 
~-- Ho~*(X)[B.~, ~P~(~* ,  n)] 
~-- HoY*(X)[B.~, ~XF(J -*, n -p ) ]  
= H"-P(X, ~,  J-*). 
COROLLARY 1.13. Let X be as in the theorem, and ~r ,  a complex of 
sheaves of abelian groups on X. Then for n > p >/0 there is a natural 
isomorphism 
HP(X, JU (~'-*, n ) ) ~ H"-P(X, J~* ). 
Proof Let J - *  ~ 3"* be a flasque (or even injective) resolution of ~ar,. 
As in [10] we know that ~(~' - * ,  n) and J{'(~2"*, n) are weakly equivalent. 
So 
HP(X, ~r( j - , ,  n)) ~ HP(X, J-f(~2"*, n)) 
- H"-~(X, J * )  
~- H ' - ' (X , J * ) .  
Theorem 1.12 also gives content o: 
by the G = {e} case of theorem, 
DEFINITION 1.14. Let X be as in Theorem 1.12, and ~. a sheaf of infinite 
loop spaces on X, i.e., a sequence of simplicial sheaves f2-"~., for n/> 0 with 
natural weak equivalences O(O-n~.) m f2-n+~.. (this is simply a global 
analogue of the usual definition of an infinite loop space or (C -  W f2- 
spectrum, [i]). Then we define cohomology H*(X, ~..; ~.) with coefficients 
in ~.; which is a functor HoY*(X)~ {graded Z-modules}: 
~. ~ @ Ho~'~*(X)[~., ~QP~..] = HP(X~..'~ .). 
p~Z 
When ~ is the punctual sheaf these are just the usual sheaf cohomology 
groups. 
We can also use the homotopy theory of simplicial sheaves to describe 
representations of sheaves of groups, a fact we shall need later. 
DEFINITION 1.15. 
(i) Let ~ be a sheaf of groups on a topological space X; an oW- 
torsor ~ is a sheaf of sets on X for which there exists an open cover {U~} of 
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X and isomorphisms of sheaves of sets ¢,: g[v~lv~ over each U s such 
that for all a, fl with U,~ 83 U~ q= ~, ¢,~ = ~:~[v ,  cc~ ~g'lv~cm~ is right 
multiplication by an element of ~U(U,~ N Us). Two such torsors ~, J ' ,  say, 
are said to be isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism 0: ge~j -  
preserving the ~.~-action. As is well known isomorphism classes of ~¢,'~- 
torsors are classified by the Cech cohomology group H~(X, gf). 
(ii) Given a second sheaf of groups f f  on X and an ~ torsor 
= {¢~t~} as above, by a representation {p~, ~} o f  f f  on ~e we mean a 
family of local homomorphisms of sheaves of groups p~: f f l v~ Hit:, such 
that for each non-empty intersection p,  = ¢~p~¢,~. Two such represen- 
tations are said to be isomorphic if there is an isomorphism of the underlying 
torsors preserving the natural ~ action. 
The following lemma shows that just as ~f-torsors are classified by 
elements of H~(X,~U), representations of 3" on ~F torsors also define 
elements in a generalized eohomology group. 
LEMMA 1.16. Let X, ~,  ~ be as above. Then there is a (functorial) 
map from the set R( f f ,~f )  of representations of~ on ~ torsors to the set of 
homotopy classes of maps from B.~ to B.~f. 
Proof Given a sheaf of groups f f  and an open cover {U~} of the space 
X there is a simplicial sheaf B.({ U~ }, if} weakly equivalent to B.~ defined 
by 
II  k(V on"' u knv) • 
~O,...,~k 
The face and degeneracy maps are those induced from B.~ and N.{U~}. 
Each stalk B.({ U~}, ~')x, x E X is the diagonal simplicial set of the product 
of B.~ x and the contractible simplicial set N.{U~ {x}}. A section of 
Bk({U~} , ~)  is written (gl ..... gk)~o ...... k" Given a representation (p~, ~)  as 
in (ii) above we get maps 
(gl ..... gk),0.:.~k ~ (Pao(gl) Oaoa, ..... P,~k_,(gk) O~k_,-~) 
which clearly induces a map of simplicial sheaves 
[P]: B({U,J, ~) ~ B.({U,~}, ~) .  
Evidently passing to a smaller cover does not change the homotopy class of 
[p] while if (p~, ~)  and (a~, ~a)  are isomorphic representations defined 
using the same cover, there exist elements 0~ C ~/~(U~) for each a such that 
0~ = 0~ o 0 6 o ~ which defines a homotopy between [p] and [~]. 
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Passing now from the general to the specific, we suppose that X is 
noetherian scheme of finite Krull dimension with structure sheaf ~x. On X 
we have a system of sheaves of groups: 
l( X) . . .  , 
where ~S,(C~x) is the sheaf associated to the presheaf 
U ~ GL.(r(u, :x)) 
and i. sends 
(,j0  
We write the direct limit of this system ~-~(@x). 
PROPOSITION 1.17. The cohomology of ~Lf~(~x) is stable; i.e., for all 
noetherian schemes X of finite cohomological dimension and sheaves of 
abelian groups ~" on X for each k ~ 0 there exists an integer m k ~ 0 
(independent ofX) such that for all m >~ m k 
Hk(X, Hk(X, f ( 
where ~dm(~x) and ~d(~x)  are acting trivially on ~'.  
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Wagoner's proof [37] that 
the homology of the general linear group of a local ring with coefficients in 
an arbitrary abelian group is stable, and in particular that the stable range is 
independent of the local ring under consideration. 
In the local to global spectral sequence (1.11), 
El q = He(X, ~(~fm (~=), ~' ) )  ~ H e + q(X, ~Ym(e~x), ~)  
one has stability of E z by [37], and hence stability of the Eoo term. 
Using the hypercohomology spectral sequence one gets: 
COROLLARY 1.18. Let ~"* be a complex of abeIian sheaves on the same 
scheme X as above, then the hypercohomology of ~.~* with trivial ~t (~x)  
action is also stable. 
2. CHARACTERISTIC CLASSES FOR 
HIGHER ALGEBRAIC K-THEORY 
DEFINITION 2.1. Given a category ~ of schemes and a cohomology 
theory on ~ satisfying the axioms of Definition 1.1, by a theory of Chern 
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classes with coefficients in F for representations of sheaves of groups on 
we mean that for each X in ~,  and each representation 
p:~ ~ g~( J )  
of f f  on a locally free c~ x module J - ,  there are classes for i >/0: 
c,(p) ~ H~'(x, ~, r(i) ) 
(where H*(X,~,F(i))=H*(X,~,F_*(i)); d=l  or 2 and is the same 
constant as Definition 1.2 when those axioms apply). We have an associated 
total class 
c.(p) = ]7[ c,(p) ~ H ~r~'( x,  ~, r(i)), 
i>0 
which is an element of the units of the cohomology ring H*(X, i f ,  F ( * ) )= 
Hid Hi( x, ~, V(j) ). 
These classes obey the following axioms. 
(1) Funetorality. I f f :X~ Y is a morphism in V and 
p: ~ -~ ~t ( J~3 
a representation f a sheaf of groups on Y and ~: ~f ' f f  a homomorphism 
of sheaves of groups on X then there is an induced representation 
and 
f*(P)  ° ~: ~--+ ~J ( J  ®~x)  
c.( f*( ; ) .  ¢) = 0*(f*(c.co))), 
where ¢*: H*(X,f~,F(*))--*H*(X,~,F(*)) is the map induced by ~ and 
f*: H*(r, ~, r(i)) -~ ~*(x,f .~,  r(i)) 
is the homomorphism induced by the natural transformation of functors: 
f * :  {~' invariant sections _Fr*(i)} 
--, {f'W invariant sections _F*(i)}. 
(2) Whitney Sum Formula. If 
0 ~ (p', J ' )  -, (p, J3  -~ (p", J " )  -~ 0 
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is an exact sequence of representations of the sheaf of groups ff  on X, then 
C.(p) -- C.(p') C.Co"). 
(3) Tensor Products. If (pl,._Y~), (pz,~22) are representations of f f  on 
X and (Pl ® P2, ~11 ®rx~r2) is their tensor product, then 
C.(p, ® = C.(pl) * c.coO, 
where the product -k is that defined by the universal polynomials of [34, 
exposee 0, Appendix] and C(p) is the augmented total Chern class 
/ \ X 
i 
(4) Stability. If e: {e} -~ GL(~x) ~ ~* is the trivial rank one represen- 
tation of the trivial group, then C.(e)= 1, the identity element in the 
cohomology ring. 
(5) Normalization. For any representation 
p: coo)  = 1. 
To see that the preceding definition has content we now fix a category ~ of 
schemes, which we assume to be the category 5~eh/S of schemes over some 
fixed base S and a cohomology theory F on ~ satisfying the axioms of 
Definitions 1.1 and 1.2. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let ~,  S, F be as above. Then there is a theory of Chern 
classes for representations of sheaves of groups in Y with coefficients inF as 
defined above (Definition 2.1). 
Proof. Our first step is to construct universal classes, for each n ~ 0: 
c,,. H"'W.GL./S, r(i)) 
where B.GLn/S is the simplicial classifying scheme of the group scheme 
GLJS [8]. One approach to this problem would be to compute the F- 
cohomology of B.GLJS. However we shall use a simpler, more indirect 
method originally due to Grothendieck. GL,/S acts on P~-1 in the standard 
manner and we can construct a projective bundle P(E") over B.GLJS: 
' f - "  pn-I ~ r~-I 
PS ~ SxS GLn/S ~ P$ × GLn/SXGLn/$ ~ "" 
607/40/3 2 
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with face and degeneracy maps 
di  
n ~ n v(E ) ,,, v(E ) 
d i --/tv X 1GL n X "'" X 1GL n if i=  0, where ffpn is the (right) 
action of GL,  on Pn- 1. 
= 1p × 16rn × "" ×~t × ... × lcL n if i--/:O,k 
projection on the first k factors if i = k. 
si = the inclusion e: S ~ GL~ on the (i + 1)st factor and the identity 
on all other factors. 
P(E. ~) is the projective bundle associated to the standard universal rank n 
vector bundle over B.GLn/S. 
DEFINITION 2.3. The tautological divisor 
is the element defined by the following Cech cochain. We choose 
homogeneous coordinates (X 1 ..... X~) of pn- 1 (we may consider the universal 
situation where S = Spec(Z) so that pn-l__ 1~-1  Proj(Z[X1 ..... X,])); we 
let U i c p,-1 be the open subset on which X~ ¢: 0. The cover {Ut} of p, -1 = 
P0(E ") generates a hypercover {U} of P.(E"). The cocycle defining ~ is the 
element 
~1,°®~,~ C ¢ff'(p.-~, {U~/,~*_,) 
@ d°(P n- '  X GL. ,  {do'(Uz)Nd['(U:)}, *:pn--I X GLn) 
where the face maps di: p , - i  X GL~--, p~-i for i = 0, 1 are the product and 
projection maps, respectively, such that 
G °'' = xJxj  on u, u:, 
~1,o = d*(X~)/d*(X:) on (dol(Vi) ("3 d?I(u:)). 
It is easily checked that ~ is a cocycle. The two components of ~ may be 
viewed as the usual tautological divisor on P"-1 together with a term which 
exhibits the GL,  invariance of the corresponding divisor class in 
H 1 (pn- 1, ~:::?p, ). 
Using the cycle class map for divisors ~ defines a class which we also 
denote ¢ in Ha(p(En), F(I)) and using this class we can prove the following 
analogue of the Dold-Thom isomorphism 
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LEMMA 2.4. Let F. be a rank n vector bundle over a simplieial scheme 
X., with each X~ a scheme in T/~, smooth over S. Then there is a natural 
isomorphism 
n--1 
Hr(P(F.), F(s)) ~ (~ Hr-ai(x., F(s -- i)). 
i=0 
Proof There exists some hypercovering U. ~X such that E. [v. is the 
inverse image via a classifying map 
Z: U. ~ B .GL, /S  
of the universal bundle E.~; we define the tautological divisor ~ 
Ha(P(F.),F(1)) to be inverse image under Z of the tautological divisor ~ of 
Definition 2.3. Then if p: P(F.)-~ X. is the natural projection, there is a map 
p,  +~vUp,  + ... +~_-1 
n--1 
Up*:  @ Hr-ai(X., F(s -- i)) -~ H'(P(F.), F(s)). 
i=0 
Replacing X. by U. if necessary we can suppose that each Fp is trivial. Now 
we have: 
SUBLEMMA 2.5. Let X. be a simplicial scheme and ~t: ~.* X ~7.* ~ ~..* a 
pairing of complexes of sheaves on X. Any a E HP(X., ~.*) defines a map,for 
all i >/0: 
a u: W(x., ~.*)  -~ W'+"(x., ~.*). (2.6) 
This map is the abuttment of the map on the E 1 terms of the spectral 
sequences [ 12] associated to ~.* and ~..*: 
a u: w(x ,  ~,.*) -~ H ' ' (X ,  ~*), 
where aU is the map induced by the cup product with the restriction of a to 
H~(Xj, ~*). 
Proof of sublemma. First recall that if X. is any simplicial topological 
space and ~.*  is a complex of sheaves on X. with each F~ flasque the hyper- 
cohomology H*(X., ~..*) is computed by the double complex 
c*,*(.~c) = ® c ' , J (~:)  = ® r(xj,~j) 
i , j~O i , j  
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and that the spectral sequence 
e~q(~.') = nq(x,,  :~*) ~ n,+q(x., ~. , )  
comes from the filtration of G*'*(~.'): 
e ' (c* , * (~. ' )=  ® r(xj, gj). (2.7) 
i>o,j>p 
The class a is represented by a cocycle 
a p'° + ... + a °"  in C*'*(~.'); 
if fl E Hq(X.,~. *) is represented by a cocycle /3q'° + ... +/~o,q and their 
product a U fl C HP+q(X., ~.*) is represented by the cocycle 
P P,q 
X a~-~'~u~ ~-j'j~ ® CP+q-"+J~'"+J)(x.,~"), 
i,j=o i,j=O 
where a p-i'i Ufl  q-J'j is defined as follows. We have maps: 
o: [p - i] -~ [p + q - (i + j ) ] ,  
°: lw-~ l, 
r: [q -- j] ~ [p + q -- (i +j)],  
r: l~ -~ l+(p- - i )  
then 
a;-"" u ~'~-~'J = a(G*(a;-'') x r*@-%).  
By construction, a: C*'*(~'-)~ C**(~) preserves the filtration (2.7) defining 
the spectral sequences (2.6) and therefore induces a map between them. 
Returning to the proof of the lemma, we have therefore, a map of spectral 
sequences 
n- - I  n--1 
S' ~up* :  @ E~-~t ' l (X . , r ( s - - i ) )~E~.a(P (F . ) , r ( s ) ) ,  
i - o  i=0  
which on E1 terms is the conventional Dold-Thom isomorphism (Definition 
1.2(x)) 
n- - I  
Hk(P(FI),  1"(8)) ~ @ H k -d i (y  1, ['(s -- i)) 
i=0  
for projective bundles over smooth S-schemes. 
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DEFINITION 2.8. The universal rank n Chern classes in 
H*(B.GLn/S, F(*)) are defined by the equation in H*(P(E.% F(*)): 
~" + p* (c , )u  ~"-~ +. . .  + p*(C,) = o. 
Remark 2.9. To recover the classical [18] definition for vector bundles 
over a smooth S-scheme X we need only observe that if 
(~: N.{U~}-~ B.GLJS 
is a map from the nerve of an open cover of X classifying a vector bundle 
V/X and P(#): P(V]x.w~l)o P(E.") is the induced map, then P(¢)* (~)= 
~VlN.W~J, the tautological divisor on P(V). 
We now pass from the classes 
G ~ H~i(B.GL,/s, r(i)) 
to classes C i ~ Hdi(x, GL,(:x), F(i)) for every scheme X over S in ~:. We 
now view _F*(i) as a complex of sheaves (and we may suppose that each U(i) 
is injective) on the big Zariski site over S: (S)zAR. The cohomology of the 
simplicial scheme B.GL,/S may then be computed as the cohomology of the 
total complex associated to the double complex 
(~ Homcg)zAR(BkGLn, El(i)). 
k,l 
For each k, I >/0 there is a pairing of sheaves on (S)zAR: 
~:'~,,, (X, BkGL,,) X:~'~,:¢ (BkGL.,_F'(i)) 
~:~., (x, r'(i)) 
and hence a map 
Hom~g)~(B k GL, ,  if(i)) -~ Hom(~)z~,(~,~,~ (X, B~ GL,), F_t(i)) 
Hom~x)zA, (B k GLn( ~x), rt( i ) ) 
This map is a map of double complexes o there is an induced map on 
cohomology: 
Hai(B.GL,/S, r(i)) -. Hai(x, ~( :x ) ,  C(i)) 
and hence we have constructed universal classes 
C, ~ Ha'(X, ~S.(:=), r(o ) 
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DEFINITION 2.10. Let p: ~ ~ ~t [  (J~-) be a representation f a sheaf of 
groups on a scheme X/S with f f  locally free of rank n, by Lemma 1.16 p 
determines a map, in HoY(X): 
[p]: B .~-~ B.~(~x)  
and hence a map 
[p]*: gai(X, ~d,(~x), r(i)) ~ Ha'(X, ~, r(i)). 
We define 
c,(p) = Lo]* (c,). 
We now want to check that the Ci(p) satisfy the axioms of Definition 2.1. 
Functorality. We proceed in two steps. First let 
be a homomorphism of sheaves of groups on X and 
a representation. Then we have a commutative triangle in HoY(X): 
B.~ ~'** B.ff 
by construction of [p] and [P.0]" Hence we have 
C,(p.~) = B.~* [p]* (C,) = ¢*Ci(p ). 
Now consider a morphism 
f: Y~X 
and let 
f*p: f '~  -~ ~, /  (~" ®~x ~r) 
be the representation on Y induced by the representation p on X. The 
following diagram commutes: 
B.f'~ r.r.J B . f '~(~)  
trolN'~ [~'1 (2.11) 
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Further since the classes C; for all X E 7 #` come from a class 
C~ ~ Ha~(B.GLn/S, V(i)) 
we have a commutative diagram 
B.f '~t~(~x) c~ , f '~(d i ,  F(i)) 
c, , ~(di ,  F(i)). 
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(2.12) 
Putting diagrams (2.11) and (2.12) together we see that 
f*(C~(fl)) = C,(f*(p)). 
Whitney Sum Formula. First we observe that short exact sequences of 
locally free ~x modules on X: 
0 ~- '  -<~- -~-"  ~ 0 
are classified by elements of H~(X,~t(n,m))  where n=rank  ~" ,  
m=rank~-"  and ~t(n ,m)  is the sheaf of subgroups of ~-~a,+m(~x) 
consisting of sections of the form: 
0 [GL~,] 
By Lemma 1.16 if ~ is a sheaf of groups on X then exact sequences of 
representations (3-, J - ' ,  ~- "  as above): 
0 ~ (p', J ' )  -~ (p,a9 - (p, ~" )  -~ 0 
are classified by elements of HoY(X)[B.~,B.~t(n,m)] .  It is sufficient 
therefore to check that for the representations: 






c.(O = C.(p) c.(q). 
These three classes may be constructed as follows. Let GL(n, m) be the 
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group scheme over S representing the big Zariski sheaf Yd(n ,  m). Then 
over B.GL(n, m) there is a universal short exact sequence 
O~E". ~E" .+m~E.~O 
of vector bundles, the first and third terms of which are classified by the 
natural maps B.p and B.q to B.GL, and B.GLm, respectively. Now we use 
the classical argument of [14] which depends only on the Dold-Thom 
isomorphism (2.4) that for this exact sequence of vector bundles over the 
simplicial scheme B.GL(n, m) 
c.(E. "÷m) = c.(e. ~) c.(E.% 
Tensor Product. Again we need only consider the universal situation of 
the universal tensor product bundle E." ® E. m over B.(GL, × GLm), and the 
formula 
C.(E ~. X E. ~) = C(E") $t C(E2) 
is proved via the splitting principle based on Lemma 2.4. 
Stability. The Chern classes of the trivial representation {,} --* ~'-~(~x) 
are the same as the Chern classes of the rank 1 trivial bundle over X which 
is classified by the constant map X-~BGL~/S and therefore has trivial 
Chern classes. 
Before defining Chern classes for K-theory, we first must define K-theory 
with supports. 
DEFINITION 2.13. If X is a noetherian scheme and YcX is a closed 
subscheme, we define the K-theory of X with supports in Y, written Kr(X) or 
K, (X, X -  I9 as 
re, + l(Homotopy Fibre{B-~x -~ B2~x_  r}), 
where B2~ x is the classifying space of the _9 category associated to the 
exact category ~¢~x of locally free ~x modules (see [31] and Appendix). 
Clearly there is a long exact sequence 
o~ K~(X) -~ K. (X)  -~ K.(X - 19 ~ K._ I(X, U). 
We have a celebrated theorem of Quillen [31 ]: 
THEOREM 2.14 (Purity for regular schemes). I f  X is a regular scheme 
and Y ~ X is a closed subseheme 
~(x)  _ K;(19, 
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where K~,(Y) is the K-theory of the category of coherent sheaves on Y ([31] 
and Appendix). 
Now let ~ be a category of schemes and F a cohomology theory on ~/~ 
for which there is a theory of Chern classes of group representations a
defined in Definition 2.1. We fix a scheme X in 7/` and a closed subscheme 
Y c X and we wish to construct characteristic classes 
c[j: Kf(X) -~ H~'-J(X, r(i)). 
First we observe that for each n/> 0 there are universal classes 
Ci(n ) E Hdi(X, ff-~n(Cfx), F(i)), 
which are the Chern classes of the regular representations: 
~.: ~(~, , ) - - ,  ~ , l  (~.) .  
Since the Chern classes C i are stable characteristic classes, the Ci(n ) have 
the property that for m >/n, if in.m: GLn(~x) -~ GLm(Ox) is the natural map 
(*) ~ -6- 
then in,m*(Ci(m))=Ci(n ). Hence by Proposition 1.17 the Ci(n ) define a 
class 
Ci ~ Ha'(X, ~t (~x) ,  r(i)) 
and therefore a map of simplicial sheaves 
C~: B.~S(c~=) -+ J~P(di, r(i) ). 
We now perform the global analogue of Quillen's trick [4] and factor Ci 
through a simplicial sheaf whose generalised cohomology groups receive 
maps from the K-theory of X. First we apply the sheafification of the integral 
completion functor Z~ of Bousfield and Kan [7] to obtain the diagram: 
B.~Y(c~,,) c, , ~(cn, r(i)) 
where ~b 0 and ~1 come from the natural transformation #:Id--, Zoo described 
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in [7]. Since the stalks of ~(di ,  F(i)) are simplicial abelian groups ~1 is a 
weak equivalence [7] and hence for all YcX 
H;k(X, Zoo~(di, F(i) ) ) ~- Hari-k(x, F( i) ). 
PROPOSITION 2.15. For all closed subschemes Y cX ,  X a noetherian 
scheme of finite Krull dimension, there is a natural homomorphism 
Kr(X) -, H;P(X, Z × Zoo(B.~Y(:x))) for p ~ O. 
Proof. Consider the presheaf of categories on X 
u- ,  
where ~(U)  is the category of locally free ~u modules. We may assume that 
the objects of ~,~(U) form a set (for example, one can choose a skeletal 
subcategory of the full category of all vector bundles over U the objects of 
which correspond to ~S, (~u)  cocycles for 0 ~< n < ~) .  _~ can be regarded 
as a presheaf of exact categories (for the axioms of an category see [31]) in 
two ways; first by taking all short exact sequences to be admissible, second 
by taking only the sequences which split. We will denote these two 
presheaves of exact categories by ~ and _~s respectively. There is a natural 
exact functor ~s~ ~,  which induces a functor 2~s~ 2_9. Within _~s 
(and also _~) we have the presheaf of groupoids 5/_ consisting of all 
isomorphism in ~3_ s. Now we make the key observation that all of the 
constructions used in [20] to prove the "+ = Q" theorem are functorial and 
may be applied to the presheaves Y and 2_~ ~. In particular there is a 
sequence of presheaves of categories (using the notation of [20]): 
y_ - 15/- ~ y -  lg _, 2_~s, 
which is a fiber sequence in the sense that for each U c X the map of 
classifying spaces 
BY(U)-~ ~(U) ~ B23(U)  is a fibration with fiber 
BY(U)  -1 ~v (U). (2.17) 
The important fact is that ~9 ~- ~e is a presheaf of contractible simplicial sets. 
If we now pass to the sheafifications of all the presheaves in the sequence 
(2.16) and then choose flasque resolutions of the corresponding simplicial 
sheaves we obtain a sequence (where the primes denote flasque resolution). 
BS ~ - ~Y' -~ BY  - l~e, ~g B2~S' .  (2.18) 
By construction the stalks of the sequence (2.18) are weak equivalent to 
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those of (2.16). Furthermore since every exact sequence of projective 
modules over a local ring splits, the natural map¢:~s+-2~ is an 
isomorphism on the stalks, hence after sheafifying we get an isomorphism: 
0": H~*(x, B2~ ') ~ H*(X, B_9~). 
Now we have a commutative diagram: 
B_~3(X) , ~29(x -  Y) 
l l 
Rr(x, BL~)  , R r (x -  1I, BL~)  
and a map on homotopy groups of fibres: 
K[, (X) + I-I ; " (X, B-~ ~ ), 
hence composing with ¢* we have a homomorphism 
KVp(X) -+ HfP(X, B~S) .  (2.19) 
Our object then, is to show that for p >~ 1: 
H;P(X, B2~ s) ~-- H~ p+ a(X, Z X Zo~B~t(~x)  ). 
Returning to the sequence (2.18) we have that the stalks of BY-aN ' are all 
contractible and hence the basepoint map *+BS'~-ac~ e' is a weak 
equivalence. We may choose our flasque resolutions in (2.18) so that g is a 
global fibration and then we have a diagram, 
(B~9, ' ) I  p , B2~ ~' 
where (B2~")  1 is a flasque resolution of the path space sheaf, and may be 
chosen so that j is a cofibration and a weak equivalence while g and p are 
global fibrations. Then the lifting f exists [10] and is automatically a weak 
equivalence inducing a weak equivalence between the fibers of the maps p 
and g: 
fo: ~B_Y~" --+ BY-15~' .  
Hence there is an isomorphism for all p" 
fPo: H~,(X, n~ t9 -lc.~) --4 HP (X~ ~'~B,.~]s). (2.20) 
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Finally we observe that the telescope construction of [20] is functorial, 
giving a map 
Z X B.~'--S(~x)--+B~5¢-I,5'~ 
such that 
("0" = "connected component of base point,). 
Applying Zoo: 
B.gS(O.) , BY- 'Yo 
1o0 lo, (2.21) 
Since B,Y-15¢ o is a sheaf of H-spaces, ~1 is a weak equivalence. 
Furthermore since, for all x ~ X 
Z~B.CL(4~,x) ~- B.OL + (~x,x) 
[18] and B.GL+(C~x,x)~BY-lY(Crx,.) o [20] we see that the lower 
horizontal map of (2.21) is also a weak equivalence, hence there is a weak 
equivalence 
Z ~B.~f (Ox)  + BY-  'Y0 
and since no(BJ-l~(CYx,~)"~Z for all x~X,  we also have a weak 
equivalence 
Z X Z~B.Yf(e~x) -, B . J - l Y  
and an isomorphism for p ~> 0 
H~(X, Z × Z~B.~f (~) )  ~- U~(X, B . J -~) .  
Combining this isomorphism with the maps in (2.20) and (2.19) gives us 
Kv(X) -+  H;P(X, Z × Z~B.~.~(~x) ). 
DEFINITION 2.22. Let XE  V and Y cX  be a closed subscheme and 
suppose we have a theory of equivariant Chern classes with coefficients in a 
cohomology theory F on V as described in Definition 2.1. If di >/p ~ 0 we 
define the ith Chern class on K~(X) as the composition of the 
homomorphism of Proposition 2.15 with that induced by Z~ C i (note that 
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since the classes C i are stable the Z-factor of Z × Z~B.~S(Wx) does not 
affect the Chern classes): 
K2(X) -~ Hf'(X, z x Z~B.~'f(~x)) 
Hf' (X,  Zoo ~Z?(di, F(i))) 
[/ 
H~ `-~(x, r(i) ) 
\ 
H;'(X, Z~B.~S(~. ) )  
S~r p( Zcoc i) 
LEMMA 2.23. Let f : X--+ Y be a morphism of schemes in ~,  with Z c Y 
a closed subscheme, then we have a commutative diagram, 
r~(r) % n'£~(Y, r(i)) 
1 I* l y' (2.24) 
K~_,(Z)(x) c,.p, i-p n'i_,(z)(X, r(i)) 
Proof By the functoriality axiom for Chern classes (Definition 2.1) we 
have a commutative diagram in Ho ~9~(X): 
Z × ZooB.~t(Wr) r > Rf,(Z × ZooB.~f(Wx) ) 
.aZf(di, r(i)) ~ , Nf,.XP(di, r(i)) 
Applying H S for p > 0 to this diagram we get (2.24). For p = 0 we know 
that if V is a vector bundle on Y its Chern classes are the pullbacks via a 
classifying map Zv:X-~B.GL,/S for some S of the universal classes (2.8), 
andf*(V) is classified by the composition Zv "f; hence its Chern classes are 
the pullbacks of the Chern classes of V. 
We now study the compatibility of these Chern classes with sums and 
products; throughout we shall consider a fixed closed subscheme Y of a 
scheme X in ~.  
LEMMA 2.25. Let CiPHer(X, ~S(~) ,F ( i ) ) ,  CjEHdJ(x, ~t(¢x) , r ( j ) )  
i , j~  1 be the ith and jth universal Chern classes, respectively. Then the 
homomorphism 
K~(x) -~ H~ ('+J'-p(x, r(i +j)) 
defined by their cup product is zero for p > O. 
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Proof Any element 7 of K~(X) is represented by a map in HoZt(X) 
y:5~ZooB.~_~(~x) .  The class (Ci.C;)(y) is represented by the 
composition #id.(Ci A Cj).A.y in the diagram: 
Y~ 
ZooB.~'f(m,) .- ~ , Z~oB.~S(m~) A ZooB.~S(m~) 
# i, j  
~Z~(d(~ +j), r(i +j)) 
However, since the diagram is commutative and A~ is nullhomotopic the 
composition of maps 
YPv -+ JS(d(i + j), i + j) 
is null homotopic. 
LEMMA 2.26. I f  a, fl ~ K~(X) with p > O, then 
Y c[~(~ + ~) = c[~(a) + c,.~3). 
17 HdqX ~'f(Ox), F(i)) be the total universal Chern Proof LetC. E l i i>o ~ , 
class. Then by the Whitney sum formula (2.1): 
0*  c. = (p*, C.) . (p*c.) ~ [I I4~'( x, ~s(~x) x ~(mx) ,  r(i)), 
i )O 
where @: ~"f(Wx)X ~t(Wx)-~ WS(~Yx) is a direct sum homomorphism 
(e.g. @(g,h) i  d is gi/2d/2 or h~i+l)/z.u+l)/2 and zero otherwise) and the 
pt:~d(Wx)×~'S(~x)-->Wf(Wx) for i= 1 and 2 are the natural 
projections. So 
i--1 
®* c, =p'C, + y' ~,-*c;.~,,*c ,_; +p,c,  
j= l  
each element ,,*C ,,*C for j > 0 defines a map ~-'1 j ' F2  i - j  
Zoo B.Wf(:x) X Zoo B.~'d(:x) -~ J~(dj, F(j)) A ~Zr(d(i - j ) ,  F(i - j ) )  
~*,cj.,'f,,'~ [ 
~(di, r(i)) 
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The element a + fl E K~(X) is represented by the composition 
where [a], [,8] are maps representing a and fl, while V represents addition on 
homotopy groups. It suffices to show that for 1 ~<j ~< i - i, the composition 
y~ v_~ V YPr ~ JS(dj, F(j)) A ~(d( i  - j ) ,  F(i - j ) )  ~ JS(di, F(i)) 
is nullhomotopic, which is obvious. 
DEFINITION 2.27. If ~. is a simplicial sheaf on a scheme X E 7 ~', we 
define H*(X, ft., F(* )) as H°(X, ~e., _Z)N {1} X I-Ii>l Hdi( X, ~., F(i)), where 
Hai(X, g., F(i)) = HoS~*(X)[~., ~(di,  F(i))]. /-~*(X, g., F(*)) is a 2-ring as 
defined in [34], expos6e 0, Appendix]. An element of/-7*(X, g".,/'(*)) can be 
written (n, 1 + xx + .-. + x k + ...), where n: N. -~ _Z and x i E Hai(X, ~., F(i)). 
The addition on/-I*(X, ~., F(*)) is multiplication in the usual sense: 
(~ (1+;~,)) (o (1+;~,)) 
("+m (' + ~lX,) (~ +;lY')) 
and multiplication is 
(~, 0 ÷~ x,)), (o, (~+;,,)t 
where 
(2.28) "), 
(~+ ,;1 x,) * 0 ÷ ;,,)-- ~ + ~o ~x~, . . . , x~, , ,  ..... ,~, 
and the Qk are the polynomials of [34]. 
DEFINITION 2.29. The universal augmented total Chern class is (7-- 
(rk, C.) E ~*(X,Z X ZooB:~d(Wx), F(*)) where rk: _Z X Z~B.~'S(~x)  ~ _Z 
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is the projection and C t ~ Hdi(x, Z × Z~B.~L#(Gx),F(i)) is the pullback of 
the universal class C i E Hai(x, Z~B.ffS(C~x), F(i)). 
We now want to examine the relationship between the product in K-theory 
and Chern classes. First recall the product in K-theory as described by 
Loday [28 ]. Choose a bijection N × N ~ N; this induces a map ffS(~x) × 
~.~(~x)~S(~x)  and hence a map r: Z~B.~_~(~x) × Z~B.~.~(~x)~ 
Z~B.WL~(~x). Lodays product is then defined as 
f i (x,y)=7(x,y)-z(x,  I)-- v(l, X), 
where addition is in the H-space structure of Z~B.~S(~x),  which factors 
through 
Uo: Z~B.~S(Gx) A Z~BYY(CYx) ~ Z~B.~S(Ox), (2.30) 
which we can extend to 
/~: (z x Z~B.,~S(~,,))/~ (Z x Z~B.~S(~x)) - (Z x Z,~B.~S(~) 
by 
~t((m, x), (n,y)) = (mn,~to(X,y) +my + nx). (2.31) 
Via the weak equivalence OB.2~x~-Z ×Zo~B.~S(Wx) this product 
coincides with that induced by Waldhausen's product for the pairing of 
presheaves of exact categories, 
~xX~Y'x ®~x,~--a~ x [38, p. 235]. 
LEMMA 2.32. The following diagram commutes: 
OB.L~,, A OB.L3x " aB.23x 
1 eAe t 5 
Proof. We know (Definition 2.1) that for the tensor product represen- 
tation r: ~-~,(~x) ×~tr,(~x) -~ f f -~ +,~(~x) 
C(7) =p~*C * p'C, 
where Pl, P2 are the projections onto the first and second factors, respec- 
tively, of the domain of 7, and that C.(f) =p*C. *p*C., where f is the virtual 
representation [~to] = [7] -  [Pl ®e, ,} -  [e, @P2] (ek (k=n or m) is the 
trivial representation ~(C~x)~ ~Sk(OX), which factors through the trivial 
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group e.) and * is the product defined by the polynomials Qk. As n, m go to 
infinity, the virtual representation [#0] represents Loday's product g0 (2.30). 
Hence the diagram 
I c'Ac I c (2.33) 
H W(di, F(i)) A ~ ~U(di, r(i)) --~ H ,~(di, F(i)) 
i>~ l i>~ l i~ l 
commutes. 
Now comparing (2.31) and (Definition 2.29) we see that (2.33) commutes. 
DEFINITION 2.34. (i) For X in V, we define the universal Chern 
character: 
ch. E ~I Ha~( X, J2B'29x, I'(i)) ® Q 
i>~O 
by the formula of [34, Expos6e 0, Appendix]. eh. restricts to the usual 
reduced chern character 
eh. = 0 + eh I +.. .  + eh i +.. .  E ]-[ Hai(X, ~t (~x)  r(i)) ® Q 
i~O 
on the component {0} X Z~B.ff_S(~Yx) of ~2B._Y~ x. On the rank n 
component of OB.29x,  oh. = n + ch. 
(ii) If Y c X is a closed subscheme we define the Chern character with 
supports in Y: 
chYq: g~(g)~ (~ ud i -q fy  
. ,  , . .  r(i)) ® O. 
i)O 
in the same manner we defined Chern classes, an element 
corresponds to a map in Ho.Y*(X): 
and we set eh.V(a)= [a]* (eh.). 
PROPOSITION 2.35. Let X, Y be as above, then eh. is a ring 
homomorphism. 
Proof First additivity. By Lemma 2.25, for p > 0, eh~,p= 
(--1)i/(i- 1)! Cr, p," by Lemma 2.26 C ri,p is additive for p > 0, hence ehi, p is 
additive for p > 0. For p = 0, ehr, p is just the rank function and is clearly 
607/40/3 
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additive. Multiplicativity is a consequence of Lemma 2.32. Let a ;E  K ~ 
i=  1 and 2; each class a i is represented by a map Jail: 5z~i~f2B.2~x. 
Their product a 1 • a 2 is represented by /~'([a~] A [a:]); but now the Chern 
character is defined via a ring homomorphism. 
H*(X, •B.29 x, P(*)) ~ I ]  Hai( X, OB'2~x, P(i)) @ Q 
i>~o 
hence from Lemma 2.32 we see that 
ch./.z.([a,] A [a2]) = ~b. (ch A ch). ([all A [aE]), 
where 
O: ~ ~(di, r(i) ® Q) A I-I ~(di, r(i) ® Q) -, [ I  ~(di, r(i) ® Q) 
i>~0 i>0 i~>0 
is the map inducing the product structure on P (* )® Q cohomology. Hence 
ch(al • a2) = ch(al), ch(a2). 
Remark. There is an additional case, not covered by the previous results 
in which we can define Chern classes for representations of groups and for 
higher K-theory. This is the case where the scheme X is Spec(R) with R 
Dedekind with finite residue fields and _F* ( j )=~ (the associated 
cohomology theory being the Chow ring). Then there is a theory of Chern 
classes, which to every discrete group G and representation p: G ~ AutR(P ) 
with P a projective R module assigns classes Ci(p) in Hi(X, G, S~). These 
are constructed as classes in the Chow homology groups of the simplicial 
scheme X× B.G by the methods of 2.2, which coincide with the groups 
Hi(X, G,J;'~) by [19]. Since Gersten's conjecture is known only for X rather 
than all schemes of finite type over X we do not get Chern classes for 
general schemes Z/X. By the method of [35] the classes C~ of the regular 
representation f GLn(R ) define maps 
Ci,p: Hp(GL(R), Z) ~ Hi-P(X, ~)  
which when composed with the Hurewitcz homomorphism give Chern 
classes 
ci, : Ks(R) = KAX) --, H'-"(X, 
3. RIEMANN--RocH WITHOUT DENOMINATORS 
Fix a category of schemes ~ over a regular base S and a theory of Chern 
classes with coefficients in a cohomology theory F as in Section 2. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let j: Y C X be a closed immersion of schemes in 
smooth over S. By hypothesis there are isomorphisms 
j , :KqY~Kq(X ,X-  Y) 
j!: Hd(i-P)-q( Y, r( i  - p) ) ~ Hari-q(X, r(i) ) 
where p = codimx(Y ). For each k >/0 there exist polynomials Pk(To ,..., T k_p; 
U1 .... , Uk_;) with integer coefficients uch that if a E Kq(Y) and q <~ 2k, 
then: 
C[( j ,a)  =j,(Pk(rk, C 1 ,.,., Ck_p; Cl(Nx/y),..., Ck_p(Nx/r))(a)). 
Here {rk, Cl,...,Ck_p} are the universal Chern classes in H*{Y, ZX 
ZooB.~f(Or);F(*))  and the Ci(Nx/y) E Hdi(Y,F(i)) are the Chern classes 
of the normal bundle Nx/r of Y in X. Applying the polynomial Pk to these 
classes defines a characteristic class in Hdk(y,z × ZooB.~t(Wr);F(k)) 
which we may then apply to the element a E H-q(Y, Z X ZooB.~Y(Wr)) to 
obtain an element of Hde-q(Y, F(k)). 
Proof. We use the deformation to the normal cone construction of Baum 
et al. [2]. Let W he XXA~ blown up along YX{0}. Then we have a 
diagram: 
Aa c-a" YX. -s  ~ W 
r A~ 
such that for t 4:0 (where A~ = Spee(c~s[t]) ) the inclusion jr: Y × {t} ~ W t = 
re- ~{t} -~ X × {t} is induced by the inclusion j: Y ~ X. W t ~ P(Nx/Y ® 1) U X, 
where Nx/r is the normal bundle of Y in X, 1 is the trivial rank one bundle 
over Y and )? is X blown up along Y; P(Nx/Y ® 1) ~X is P(Nx/v), the excep- 
tional divisor on )? and the divisor at infinity on P(Nx/r ® 1). The inclusion 
Jo: Yq No is just the zero section ofNx/r = Wo -X .  Wis smooth over S and 
so we have isomorphisms 
~ . I A I j , .  Kq(Ar) -~ Kq r(W) 
~: Hdk-q-aP(A ~r, r(k -- p) ) -, I-IdA~-q( w, r(k ) ), 
which are induced by maps in HoY.(W):  
f ,  :f, ~2B.~gA; ~ RV_A~(agB.23w). 
f,: f ,  Y(d(k -p), r(k -p)) ~ RFA;(~f(dk, r(k))). 
(3.2) 
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The first of these isomorphisms i induced by Quillen's localization theorem 
(Theorem 2.14) while the second is induced by the purity isomorphism 
(Theorem 2.2 (vii)): 
.~: F_*b(k - p) ~ Rj, E(k)[dp]. 
In HoY.(A~) there are two maps 12B.2~A~-~ JU(d(k-p), FA~(k-p)); the 
1 ak  first is defined by the c ass Ck@H (W,I2B.2.~,F(k)) via the iso- 
morphisms (3.2); the second corresponds to the class Pk(rk, C~,..., Ck_p; 
C,(Nw/A~) ..... Ck_p(Nw/A~)) C ndk-kp(A~,I2B.-Y~,F(k--p)), described in 
[2], which we write Pk(A~y) for short. Consider the inclusion of a fiber 
Jt: Wt--* W and the associated section it: Y~A 1, then we have a 
commutative square with either Ck or Pk(A 1) in the horizontal arrows since 
Chern classes are contravariant and Nw/A~Iw ' ~ Nw,/r: 
nB.-~AI, o, ek(A~) ' ~2~(d(k --P)' FA~(k --P)) 
Yt 
ck , Rit;Zr(d(k -p) ,  r,.(k --p)) Rit,,-QB.2d~v OrPk(Yt) 
Since both K-theory and cohomology are homotopy invariant there are 
isomorphisms: 
Rp,(i~) 
RP,ff A~ ' Rp*(it.~Y) ~-- ~v, 
where g is either ~B.-Y~ or Jf(d(k -p ) ,  F(k --p)). Hence applying Rp, to 
diagram (3.3) we find that neither C[ t nor Pk(Yt) actually depend on t. 
Hence if we can show that C~ ° = Pk(Yo) we will have proved the theorem. 
We may therefore suppose that j: Y--* X= N is the zero section of a vector 
bundle N over Y. The map in HoY.(N) of simplicial sheaves on N supported 
on Y: 
j , :  Ri, ~B.~3 r --, RE,(nB.2~N) 
induces a map in HoY.(Y) (where fi N-~ Y is the natural projection) 
j , :  £2B.2~ r ,~ Rf, RF,(.QB.29;v ) 
since R f ,  • R i ,  = Identity. The Chern class map 
C: ~B.23~-+ Z X ~ ~(dk,  r(k)) 
k~O 
induces a map 
Re,. (z × 17 
k)O 
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the codomain of which is isomorphic to Rj,(l- Ik_p>o~U(d(k--p), 
F (k -p ) ) ) .  Hence there is a commutative diagram in HoY.(IO: 
DB.~Q,~r J* , R f  , RF_r~B.23  N
k--p>~O k>0 
We shall write the left-hand vertical arrow of this diagram P., and it is this 
map we wish to compute. The map j ,  can be realized as the composition of 
the maps 
12B.29y f* , R f ,  OB.2~ N .[~rl , Rf ,  RErX2B.2,~N, 
where the map. [c~r] corresponds to the exact functor ® cY}, from the category 
of locally free d~ N modules to the category of coherent ~ N modules upported 
on Y and f *  corresponds to ®ey ~N where c~ N is an c~ v module via f By 
Lemma 2.32 we have a commutative diagram in HoS~.(N): 
, RE ~ X I]  ~(dk, r(k)) 
k~O k~O 
0.5) 
By functorality of the Chern class map C we have a commutative diagram in 
HoY. (Y) :  
.C2B.2~ r Y* , R f ,  OB.2~ N 
1 e 1 R~,e 
k$¢0 k>0 
Since the map f restricted to j (Y)  is proper we have a map 
(3.6) 
k>~O k -p~O 
which is a weak equivalence inverse to Rf,(jz). By the projection formula for 
F-cohomology the composition f~. ((Tr(~v)) is equal to the map inducing 
multiplication in the 2-ring sense by the class fC.V(c~r) EZ  × 
1-[~>0 Hak(Y,F(k)) • But by [34, Expos6e 0, Appendix] we know C.v(~r)= 
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ji(2 112(N)) and hence f~12V(~r)= 2_~(12(N)); putting this fact together with 
diagrams (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6) we find that the class Pk E Hak-P( Y, 
X'2B.-~.Y~r, F(k --p)) corresponding via diagram (3.4) to the class C~ is equal 
to the degree k -p  part of the class 12-k 2 ~(12(N)), where 12 is the universal 
augmented total Chern class in H°(Y, OB.~r ,  Z_ × ]-L>oJ/'(dk, l"(k)). As 
in [34] we know that this class is a polynomial in the universal classes 
{rk, C~ ..... Ck_p}, the coefficients of which are polynomials with integer coef- 
ficients in the Chern classes of N. Finally we see that we have actually 
proved a somewhat stronger version of the theorem; specifically that the map 
in HoY.(Y):  
P.: $2B.2~ r --, J f (d(k -p) ,  F(k - p) ) 
induced by the class C~" on X corresponds to the polynomial described 
above. 
COROLLARY 3.7. (i) Let X, Y be as above. I f  a E Kq(Y) then 
ch r( j ,  (a)) = j, (ch (a). Td(N ~ )- '  ). 




~,,, q.Ko(Z) ® H,.+q(Z,r(i))® Q 
i~O 
"(q--Y -- Td(Y )  U chZ. q and  ~ = Td(X)  W chZ. o 
(i) follows from the theorem and the explicit formulae for ch. and 
Td(N ~) in terms of C and ;t_j(N). 
(ii) First we observe that by (i) and the proof of the theorem we have a 
commutative diagram in HoY.(X): 
j ,  f2B._9~r J*, REv(OB.2~x) 
k)O 
~" is The result now follows from the fact that the map we are interested in, rq 
Hzq(rY), and ~ is Hzq(Z "x) and hence r~ = ~,. 
Theorem 3.1, as well as being a key step in the proof of the 
Riemann-Roch theorem (Theorem 4.1), has some immediate consequences 
of interest. 
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Given a noetherian scheme X, there is a filtration 
N'X  = {N°X = X ~ N IX  ~ ... D N 'X  D ...} 
of its underlying topological space, called the coniveau filtration defined by 
NkX = {x E X[  {2} has codimension >/k in X}. 
If ~ .  is a simplicial sheaf on X then the coniveau filtration defines a tower of 
fibrations {F(i)}/>0 
F (i) = RFuix(X, ~'-') = li RFv(X, JT), 
Yclolls--~e inX 
codimx(Y) ~ i 
where for each i >/0 there is a fibration 
F( i+  1) --4 F (i) --~ F (i/i+ 1) 
with base (X u) = NiX - N i+ tX): 
F(i/i + 1) _~_ l-,x,i)(X _ Ni + 1X, ~7. JX-N,+IX) 
Associated to this tower there is the exact couple: 
0 7r*(F(;+')) ~ (~ 7~*(Fu)) 
\ /  
® l)) 
i 
We shall call the associated spectral sequence (constructed first by Quillen 
[31] for K-theory) the coniveau spectral sequence: 
= ,_4F(,/,+ 1)) p_ (Rr(x, J:)). (3.8) 
It is easily seen that 
7Zm(F(P/P+I))= (~ Hxm(X,~¢"), 
x~X(P) 
where H~"(X , J - )=  z~m(li_~mx~uRF,z~v(U,,pr-)) (thedirect limit runs over all 
U open in X such that x ~ U). We may now write the spectral sequence (3.8) 
as  
EP 'q (~)  --~- @ HP+q(x~: :~ HP+q(x , J '~  
x~X(P) 
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Since we always assume that X has finite Krull dimension this spectral 
sequence is convergent. By construction the coniveau spectral sequence is a 
covariant functor in the variable ~.  In particular, if we consider the map of 
simplicial sheaves, when X is a smooth scheme in Y :  
Ci: I'2B.,~,~ x ~ ~(d i ,  r( i) ), 
there is an induced map of spectral sequences 
E~'q(ci): E~'q(I2B.23x) -~ EPr'q(~(di, 1"(i))) 
which on Ef  'q terms is 
@ c~: @ Hp+qrX OB._9~x) , @ ..~uP+qCrC~(di, X k 
x E X(P) x E X(P) 
L l "d i+p+q[  y ® Kt,_~(X) , ® -x  ,.., r(O) 
xcX~)  xEX~P )
@ K-, -o(k(x))  ~ @ H e" p)+o+q(x,F(i)) 
x~X~)  x~X (p) 
@ ),~: 
where the bottom pair of vertical isomorphisms come from the purity and 
localization theorems for F-cohomology and K-theory. 
THEOREM 3.9. The map 7 x in the above diagram is equal to (( -1)  p 
( i - l ) ! / ( i -p -1 ) ! )  Ci_p,_p_ q at least if the base scheme S of 7/~ is the 
spectrum of a field. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the Riemann-Roch theorem 
without denominators (Theorem 3.1). For in a small enough Zariski open 
neighborhood U of each point x ~ X c°), {2} (3 U is a smooth subscheme of U 
with trivial normal bundle. In such a case the total Chern class C(Nv/tzlrv) 
equals 1, and we know that the polynomial Pk takes a particularly simple 
form from which we deduce that if ix: {2} ~ U~ U is the inclusion and a 
Kq({2} (~ U) then 
t~u • ( -1 )p ( i -  1)t . "c  "a'"  
C,,q (Jx,(a))= (/---L~--I~. J~¢" ,-~,,,A )). 
Finally passing to smaller and smaller neighborhoods of the point x gives the 
result. 
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Remark 3.10. This theorem would be valid for more general bases than 
fields if one had more general purity theorems for local complete inter- 
sections uch as those conjectured by Grothendieck [33, expos6e 1]. 
We can extend the methods of Theorems 3.1 and 3.9 to an interesting 
situation that they do not cover. 
THEOREM 3.1 1. Let X be a connected regular one-dimensional scheme, 
and suppose that for some integer n, 1/n E ~x. Then 




, K.(U(X)) ~ , 
2i-q , H~, (k(X) ,  ~.*') 
@ Kq-lk(x) 
xEX(1) 
® t4~'-~+'(k(x),~t*. ') 
xEX(I) 
, Kq -- 1 (X )  
~i,q--I 
, nEi-q + l(X ' bl.n Qi) 
(ii) 
r>~2: 
For all closed points x E X (1) there are natural isomorphisms, for 
Jr: H~x( X, lx°n i) ~ nr -  2(k(x) ' ~n@(i- 1))" 
(iii) For all closed points x E X, for all q >1 0 and for all i >1 q/2 there 
are commutative diagrams 
Kq(k(x)) ~ , Kq(X) 
/¢2 . - , , - . (k (x ) ,  ~ .~ ' -1 ' )  - . .2,-q(X ,~x  ~ , la.°i). 
Proof. (i) This is just the map on coniveau spectral sequences that we 
have already seen. 
(ii) This is an immediate consequence of the absolute purity theorem for 
regular one-dimensional schemes (SGA5, [33, I, Sect. 5.1]). 
(iii) We may suppose that X = Spec(R), where R is a regular local ring 
of Krull dimension one and x is the closed point of Spec(R). As in 
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Theorem3.1 let W be A~ be blown up along x × {0}. Then we have a 
diagram: 
Nx/x c-- ~ W ", ~ X 
x c- )A~ -~ x 
The proof proceeds exactly as in Theorem 3.1 ; the only complication is that 
we must appeal to a result of O. Gabber [33] which tells us that the map 
r 1 /_/~ + 2(- ~n@(i+ 1)) j::H(A~,~t~ i)-~ ~ ~W, 
is an isomorphism. 
The following corollary to Theorem 3,1, paralleling a theorem of [35] on 
the transfer map for the /-adic K-theory of a field extension describes the 
relationship between the transfer in K-theory for (monogene) &ale 
morphisms and Chern classes. 
COROLLARY 3.12. Let f :X~Y be an dtale morphisms of regular 
noetherian schemes in 7/. which factors through A 1. I f  a E Kq(X) and q >1 di 
we have: 
ic,Af, a) = ~ c.q(a). 
Proof. Consider the factorization 
X J )P~ 
Y 
where p is the natural projection and j is a closed immersion which misses 
the section at infinity of p. By Theorem 3.1 
/jt(Ct,q(a)) = (--1) Ct+ 1,q(J, a). 
Now i f j~:  Y~ P~, is the section at infinity, 
g,(I,~.) =jo~, K,(Y) ® p*K,(r) 
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by [31, Sect. 8]. The p*Kq(Y) factor of this direct sum is detected byjoo, 
therefore since joo(Y) (3j(X) = 0, there exists ff G Kq(Y) such that j , (a)  = 
joo,(ff). The mapjoo, can also be expressed as p*( ).[~,~v)] since the functor 
joo,:~fr- J (p~ coincides with the exact functor p*( )®~oo~r)" Hence 
jo~, (c2) =p*(cT) . [~r)  ], and p,(joo,(ff)) = ~ by the projection formula. Now 
P,. Ci+ 1,q(J,(a)) = P,. Ci+ ~,q(Joo*(8)) 
= P,. Ci +1 ,q(P* (•)" [~Joo(Y)]) 
[ i~' (--1)it  Ci+l_j,q(p,ff)Cj,q([~joo(r)]) ] 
=P' ( f - -N - -  1)! L j=0 
= p,[ p'C,+ 1,q(a)  - ip'(C,,q(ff)) . ~p~] 
by Lemma 2.32, Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 2.23, 
=--iChq(a ) by Definition 1.2(iii), 
= - iCi .q(p, j , (a))  
= -icl,q(f,(a)). 
4. THE RIEMANN-ROCH THEOREM 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 7/" be category of schemes quasi-projective over a 
fixed regular base S and 1"(,) a cohomology theory on ~ satisfying the 
axioms of Definitions 1.1 and 1.2. Let T/~, be the category of projective 
morphisms in ~.  Then there is a natural transformation r ,  = ®p~o rp of 
covariant functors 
~/~, -, { graded abelian groups} 
rp: K'p( ) --, (~) Ha,+p ( , F(i)) ® Q, 
i~o 
which satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) For all X ~ Ob(~)  and a E Kp(X), fl ~ K'q(X) 
vp+q(a 0 fl) ---- chp(a) (-3 vq(fl) 
(ii) I f  X, Y ~ Ob(TZ') and a, fl E K~,(X), Kq(Y), respectively, then 
rp+q(a []~) = rAa ) [] rqq~), 
where [] is the external product in both K' theory and homology. 
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(iii) I f  j: U--, X is an open immersion i  ~ and a E K'p(X) then 
zp(j*a) =jtz,(a). 
(iv) I f  X E Ob(Y) is smooth over S then the structure sheaf ~x 
defines an element [c~x] ~ K'o(X) ~ Ko(X) and 
~0([~x]) = rd(x)  c~ ~x, 
where Td(X) is the classical Todd class. 
The proof of the theorem is in several steps and follows the pattern set in 
[2,3]. 
I. Construction of r ,  
Let X E Ob(W') and choose a closed immersion j: X ~ M with M smooth 
(i.e., smooth over S). Then there is an isomorphism j,:K'p(X)~ 
Kp(M, M-  JO and a Chern character with supports: 
chX: Kp(M, M -- X) -~ @ H a'-'(M, F(i)) ® Q. 
i>O 
Now we set vp equal to the composition 
(~M(3 ) " (Td(M)W ) . chx.p .j,: K'p(X)-, @ Hai+p(X,F(i))® Q, 
i>~O 
where Td(M) ~ @i>o H2t( M, F(i)) ® Q is the Todd class of M [33]. 
II. r ,  Is Well Defined and Covariant 
Denote the map constructed in (I), v~**. Then if X~P is another closed 
imbedding of X into a smooth scheme over S we want to prove fu** ___ ~.  By 
the Riemann-Roch theorem without denominators (Theorem 3.1) we know 
that if i: M~ N is a closed imbedding of M into another smooth S scheme 
there is a commutative diagram in HoSf(N): 
i*(Z × Z°°B'~d(Cfx)) i*~M ' i* (j~o Jf(dj'FM(j)® Q)) 
@* ~~" 
REM(Z × ZooB.~S(c~x) ) RrM(~N) ,REM (~>~o Jf(dj'FN(j) ® Q)) 
J 
where the map r M corresponds to the class 
eh. W r(M) ~ H*(X, Z × ZooB.~S(~gx), C(*)) ® Q 
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(r N is defined similarly). Applying RF(X, ) to this diagram we get r~ = ~.  
We may therefore suppose that both M and P are open subschemes of 
projective spaces over S. 
There exist smooth compactifications 3Yr and P= Pg of M and P, respec- 
tively, Now consider the diagonal embedding i :X~XXP=s and the 
projection re: X X P~ ~ X, Then we have a diagram: 
K'a(X ) ~×~ , Ha, +q(X, F(,)) ® Q 
Kq(P~) ~e,~ >Ha* +q(P~, F(,)) @ Q 
K'~(X) ~ , Ha,+q(X,F(*))QQ 
To prove that this diagram commutes we need two lemmas. 
(4.2) 
LEMMA 4.3. Let X t --3.f x ---~ Y be a pair of composable closed immersions 
in V with Y smooth. Then the diagram 
K~(X') ~ , Ha, +q(X', r(*)) @ Q 
F F 
Kq(X) ~ , Ha, +q(X, F(,)) ® Q 
commutes. 
Proof It is sufficient o know that the diagram 
Kq(Y, Y -  X') chx, > Ha,, _q(y, F(*)) ® O 
1 l 
Kq(Y, Y-- X) chx , Hax, _q(y, T'(,)) @ Q 
commutes. But this is an immediate consequence of the fact that both chx, 
and ehx come from the same underlying map of simplicial sheaves on Y. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let X~ Y be a closed embedding with Y smooth and let 
7rx: P~ --> X and 7cr: P~ --* Y be the natural projections. Then the diagram 
Kq(Px) ~qer ' " , / - / . .  +q(Px, r ( . ) )  ® q 
l'* + 
K;(X) "~ , H~, +q(X, r(,)) ® Q 
commutes. 
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Proof. We know that the external products 
[ ] :G(x )  " - ,  ' " (~) K0(V s) Kq(ex) 
~: Ha, +q(X, F(*)) ® Hd*(Ps ~ ,F(*)) ~ Ha, + q(V~., F(*)) 
are surjective. Consider an element a Nfl E K~(P~). Then (regarding a as an 
element of Ko(Y, Y - -X ) )  
72~f'(a [] fl) = chp~,q(ct [] fl) U Td(P~,) N tll,~. 
But since (where p: P~ P~ is the natural projection) 
we see 
a ~/~ = ~*a up*/~ 
rqP~(a []fl) = zcXchr(a) Uptch(fl) U z~*Td(Y) U Td(P~) n (t/~ [] t/r ) 
Here we use the multiplicativity of the Todd genus. The lemma now follows 
by the projection formula and the K 0 Riemann-Roch for pn as proved in [2]. 
Returning to the theorem, we see that the bottom square of diagram (4.2) 
commutes by Lemma 4.4. To see that the top square commutes we first note 
that r~×M= rq P~×M because the construction of r commutes with all excision 
isomorphisms and then apply Lemma 4.3, and now r~ -- ~ by symmetry. 
Turning now to the covariance of r , ,  consider a proper morphism 




where g is a closed immersion and p is the natural projection. The 
covariance of r ,  with respect o g is Lemma 4.3 and with respect o p it 
follows from the commutativity of the bottom square in diagram (4.2). 
III. 
Having shown that r is well defined and covariant let us now prove items 
(i)-(iv) of the theorem. The module property (i) follows from the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let X be a scheme quasi-projective over S and a E Kp(X). 
Then there exists a closed embedding i: X ~ M with M smooth over S and an 
element fl E Kp(M) such that i*(fl) = a. 
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Proof. This is an adaptation of Section 3.2 of [3]. The element a is 
represented by a diagram [a] in 29(X) .  Such a diagram is composed of the 
following data: 
(a) A set {V~}~A of vector bundles on X. 
(b) A set of morphisms {fa}a~L in _Y~(X) between elements of {V~}. 
There is a function L ~A × A, 2 ~ (2 o, 2~) with Vao and Va~ the domain and 
codomain, respectively, offa. 
(c) A set of compatibility statements 
fa "fa' =fa- 
(the composition of morphisms taking place in 2~¢~(X)) for certain triples 
(2, 2', 2") such that 21 = 2'1', 2o = 2~ and 2~ = 2~). 
Items (b) and (c) can be expressed via diagrams in the exact category 
~(X)  as follows. Each morphism 
consists of a flag 
and an isomorphism 
f2:  g11/~  `  ~ VJ .  0 " 
Given a pair of morphisms fa,fa' such that 2] = 20' the isomorphism 
fa: V)q/V°a, ~ Vao = Va~ and the flag ~ ~ V]~ ~ Va~ induce a flag 
1 
such that IT~I/I~al ~ Vii for i=  0 and 1. The assertion fa "f~, =)ca,, is the 
same as saying that 
and that the isomorphisms fa, and f~, .f~ coincide, where ~:  V~/V°~ 
V~/V°~ is the map induced byfa. 
As in Section 3.2 of [3] we may "twist" the diagram [a] by a line bundle 
L to obtain a diagram [a]@L for which all the vector bundles 
corresponding to vertices of [a] ®L are spanned locally by their global 
sections. Let us assume therefore that this property holds for [a] already. As 
in [3] each V~ is the inverse image by a map X~:X~ G~ to a Grassmannian 
of the universal bundle U~ over G~ (which is smooth). Each flag I~1-* 
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V~ -4 Va~ is classified by a map to a flag bundle F a over Gal and each 
isomorphism fa: V~fV°a, "~ Vao is classified by a map to the 2?'Y(Vao ) torsor 
Ha of all isomorphisms V~fV°a,-+ V~ over F~ × Ga0. Given a compatibility 
statement fa "fa, =fa,, the assertion IT~a~ = V~i, (i--= 0, 1) can be classified by 
a map to the subscheme of Fa,,×6~HaXG~oF a, over which the 
corresponding universal flags 
f.~[ -4 U~ -4 Ua~ and LP~I,-4 U~,-4 Ual, 
coincide. It is easily seen that this subscheme is actually isomorphic to 
Ha ×~ Fa, and therefore smooth. The assertion thatfa, andfa, .~  coincide 
is classified by the subscheme T~, a,, a,,, of (H a ×6 Ha,) ×,~ ,-a ,,~ H~,, for 
J~ , ~ AO t A"A  A O.  ~* 
which the corresponding universal statement is true. This subscheme is 
smooth as it is the torsor over P~ X Fl, X Ga, (where ffa is the flag bundle 
over Gi~ of flags of type ~,  -4 ~ I -4  0]~-4 U~) classifying commutative 
triangles of isomorphisms. 
ua,, 
Now given the diagram [a] with V~ spanned locally by their global 
sections there is a map 
XIM: X -4  / A~L (A,A',A") 
and an element dE Kp(Bt~j) such that Z~,~I(d)= a. For general [a] take a 
closed embedding to an open set P of P" for some n and twist [a] by a 
suitable line bundle L on P" such that there is a map X-4 BI~¿~ classifying 
[a]®L. Then X embeds into BI,~1~×P and there is an element 
~@Kp(Bt,~I~×P ) which pulls back to a@Kp(X), namely (aU[L ] )U  
[L-']. 
Now to prove the module property, take a E K'p(X) and fl E Kq(X). There 
exists an embedding i :X~M and [~EKq(M) such that i*(~)---fl. If we 
regard a as an element of Kp(M, M-)2)  by duality then the element of 
Kp+q(M,M--X) corresponding to a ~f l  is a U/~. By definition, 
r(a ~ fl) = ch~(a ~J ~ W Td(M) ~ qM 
= (ehx(a) U Td(M) ~ qM) ~ i*ch(~) 
= ch(p). 
So we have proved (i) of the theorem. 
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Item (iii) is true because the construction of r is compatible with the 
presheaf structure of both K'-theory and homology. If U c X is an open set, 
and X embeds as a closed subscheme of smooth M, then U is closed in an 
open set M ° of M. So we have a cartesian diagram. 
U ,34 o 
1;* ~iM 
X ,M 
If a E Kp(M, M - X) then 
i*r(a) = i*(ehx(a ) U Td(M) N ~t) 
= chv(i*(a ) U Td(M °) n ~o 
since i*r/~t = r/M0 and i*O~t = O~to so i*Td(M) = Td(M°). Finally, to see (iv) 
simply take the identity as the smooth embedding. Then the Chern character 
of the trivial bundle c~ x is the element 1 @ Ko(X), and so eh [C?x] n ~/x = ~/x. 
It is interesting to see how Theorem 4.1 provides an analogue of the 
classical Riemann-Roch for algebraic urves. 
EXAMPLE 4.6. Let X be a non-singular projective algebraic urve defined 
over an algebraically closed field k, and let p:X~ Spec(k) be the natural 
map. We want to study the relationship between p , :K , (X)~K~(k)  and 
Chern classes with coefficients in the Chow ring. 
The Quillen spectral sequence [31] degenerates at E2, breaking up into 
short exact sequences 
0 --~ nl(x~ G+ 1) --~ gq(X) --~ n°(x~ ~q) ~ O. (4.7) 
When q = 1, Jz~(~x) = c~x* and H°(X, c~*) = k*. The pull-back map p*: k* = 
K~(k) ~ KI(X ) splits the exact sequence (4.7), so that 
(4.8) 
Recall that there are Chern classes: 
G(x) 
Hence for X the only non-trivial Chern classes are C1,1 and C2,1 . We claim 
that C1,1 is projection onto the first factor of the direct sum (4.8) and -C2,1 
projection onto the second. First we need: 
607/40/3-4 
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LEMMA 4.9. Let F be a field. Then the first Chern class 
Kx(F) --+ H°(Spec(F), ~'~1) ~- KI(F) 
is the identity. 
Proof. The universal first Chern class 
C~ ~ H~(GL(F), K,(F)) 
is the determinant homomorphism, since the first Chern class of a vector 
bundle equals the first Chern class of its determinant bundle. The map 
KI(F ) ~ KI(F ) induced by C a is then the map 
KI(F ) = GL(F) -b ~ Ka(F ) ~-- F* 
induced by the determinant homomorphism; i.e., the identity. 
By contravariance of Chern classes we have a commutative diagram 
(i: Spec(k(X)) -~ X is the generic point of X): 
K, (X)  c , ,  , 
K,(k(X)) , K,(k(X)) 
Since H°(X,,Z~1)~ Image(i*: KI(X)+KI(k(X))) we see by the lemma that 
C1,1: KI(X)~ H°(X1Jz'~l) is the natural projection. 
Turning to C2, ~, since Ht (Spec(k ) ,~)=0 we know that for all 
fl E Kl(k ), C2,1(P*(fl)) = 0. Any element a of the second factor in the direct 
sum (4.8) can be written: 
a= ~ jx.(ax), 
x~X(l) 
where eachjx: {x} ~ X is the inclusion of a closed point, andjx,:  Kl(k(x)) 
Ha(x ,~)  c Ka(X ) is the natural map. By Theorem 3.1 
C2,1 (J'x* (ax)) : -J'x. (e l  ,l(ax)). 
Any element of Ka(X) can be represented by a vector bundle ge on X 
together with an automorphism a: ge ~ be. We shall write this element [ge, a]. 
Then one sees easily that 
p ,  [g, a] --- [H°(X, g), H°(a)l - [Ha(X, g), Hl(a)] E K,(k) 
E k* 
det(H'(a)) 
and by Lemma 4.9 Ca,l(p,[g, a ] )=p, [g ,  a]. 
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Theorem 3.1 tells us: 
p,(~[g', a]) =p,(eh[g, a] rd(x)) 
= eh(p,[g, a]) E 0 Hi(Spec(k),J[~) ® Q, 
i , j~o 
i.e., p, ( (C l ,1  [~", a] -- C2,1[~ e, a])(1 + ½CI(X)) ) = C l , l (p , [~,  a ] )  
vanishes, except on Hi(x, ~+ 1) this means 
p,(½CI(X) C14[g, a] - C2,1[g, a]) =p. [g ,  a]. 
Now we know (fl E Kl(k ) ~ k'l, ax C KI(P(x)) - k*) 




since p .  
p,(r[g ~, a]) = p,(}C,(X)) . fl + E [axl 
or writing this multiplicatively: 
det(H°(a)) = fll k* 
det(H~(a)) -g x~x,,H {ax} ~ ® Q" 
Interpreting this formula, we observe that f l=A"a (n = rank ge) which is a 
scalar since for any line bundle d on X, Aut~x(d ) - k*; while if g is a line 
bundle with a section 
so that p .  [g/c~x] = deg(ge), I-[xex.,{ax} = a deg(g). 
5. RIEMANN-ROCH AND TOPOLOGICAL K-THEORY 
We now consider the topological K-theory analogue of Theorem4.1, 
which generalizes to higher K-theory the topological K-theory 
Riemann-Roch theorems of [3]. 
THEOREM 5.1. On the category of quasi-projective algebraic varieties 
over the complex numbers C, there is a natural transformation 
~,  ___ ® ~-~: ® K;~ ® KU~ ~ 
p>O p>O p>O 
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covariant for projective morphisms, where KU~ c is the "locally compact" 
homology topological K-theory associated to the spectrum B U. There is also 
a natural transformation 
r*: K* ~ KU* 
of contravariant functors where KU* is the ordinary unitary K-theory 
associated to the spectrum BU. These maps satisfy the "module," presheaf" 
and "product" formulae analogous to those of Theorem 4.1. 
Proof. The essential problem is to construct r , .  Once that is done the 
proof is entirely analogous to that of Theorem 4.1 and of Theorem 4.1 of [3]. 
First we describe the various kinds of topological K-theory we shall be using. 
DEFINITION 5.2. 
(i) The (non-reduced) K-theory of a topological space X is defined as 
KUP(X) = IX, Y2-PBU], 
where [ ] denotes homotopy classes of maps and £2 -p for p>~O is 
understood via Bott periodicity (in particular Y2°BU= Z × BU). When p = 
-q  ~ 0 and X is Hausdorff and locally compact an alternative description is 
( i )  ~ KU-q(x)=7~q((Z ×BU)X), where (Z ×BU) x has the compact 
open topology and its basepoint is the trivial map from X to the basepoint of 
BU. This description follows from the well known adjointness properties of 
the compact-open topology (Bourbaki [6]). 
(ii) Suppose now that we have a pair (X, A) of spaces, A c X; then let 
(X',A') be a weakly equivalent C-W pair and define the singular K- 
homology: 
KUt°p(X,A) = IS, BU A X'/A']p. 
Here [ ]p denotes maps of degree p in the stable homotopy category [1 ], S is 
the sphere spectrum, BU is the spectrum BUp = F2PBU for all p @ Z and the 
smash product BU A X/A is taken in the stable homotopy category. 
(iii) Similarily one has singular K-cohomology, defined for the same 
topological pair (iX', A): 
KV o (X, A) = [X'/A', 
(iv) One defines (~ech K-cohomology for compact pairs (P,L) 
embedded in a topological manifold M, as: 
"x/ 
KUP(P,L) = li__~m KUP(U, V), 
(U,V) 
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where (U, 1/") runs through all open pairs in M with U~P and V~L.  It 
may be shown that this definition is independent of the embedding of the pair 
(P,L) into M [1]. 
(v) Finally, given a locally compact space X, its "LC" K-theory (cf. 
Eilenberg and Steenrod [16]) is defined as follows. Let X + be the one point 
compactification f X. Then define 
KUZc(X) = KUq(X +, o9), 
KUqC(X) = KUq(X +, m), 
where o) is the point at infinity in X +. K* c and K Lc are contravariant and 
covariant functors respectively on the category of proper maps between 
locally compact spaces. 
Definitions (i)' and (iii) are related by 
LEMMA 5.3. Let (X,A) be a compact C-W pair. Then writing BU (x'a) 
for the fibre of the map 
BUX ~ BU A 
there is a natural isomorphism, for p <~ 0, 
KP(X,A) = U p(Z X BU(X'A)). 
Proof. We know that there is a natural map 
(BU, ,)(x/A,,) ~ BU~X.a) 
the domain of which is the space of pointed maps (X/A, , )~  (BU, *). This 
induces a map of long exact sequences: 
, KU°(X, A) , KUq(X, 0) , KU°(A, 0) 
8 , Kuq(x/A) , KUq(X) , KUq(A) 
and hence the map KUq(X, A)-~ KUq(X/A) is an isomorphism. Alternatively 
one may observe that BU ~ ) converts cofibrations into fibrations. 
Any complex vector bundle has a canonical KU*-orientation (cf. Dyer 
[15 }), and so any differentiable complex manifold also has a canonical KU*- 
orientation. Hence we have the following duality theorem, proved in [1 ]. 
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THEOREM 5.4. I f  M is a differentiable complex manifold of (real) 
dimension 2n and (P, L) is a compact pair contained in M, there is a natural 
isomorphism 
D: KUp(M - L, M - P) ~ KVU2"-P(p, L ). 
"~ KU-V(P, L). 
Suppose that X is a complex algebraic variety embedded as a closed 
subvariety of a smooth variety M. Then we write (for p >~ 0): 
KUxP(M) = z~p(Z × Bu(M'M--X)). 
By resolution of singularities [25] we may choose a smooth compactification 
M of M. Set Y equal to the closure of X in M and Z = Y -X .  Then there 
exist open neighborhoods N(Y), N(Z) of Y and Z in M with N(Z) ~ N(Y) 
such that Y and Z are deformation retracts of N(Y) and N(Z), respectively 
(these neighborhoods exist since the triple (~r, y, Z) is triangulable [26]). 
Now applying Theorem 5.4 with P = 34 - N(Z) and L = .M - N(Y) we 
have an isomorphism 
V 
DM: KUp(N( Y), N(Z) ) ~ KU-P(M - N(Z), M - N( Y) ). 
Since (A) - N(Z), M - N(Y)) is a compact polyhedral pair its (2ech K-theory 
equals its ordinary K-theory. Further the pair (M-N(Z) ,M. -N(Y) )  is 
homotopy equivalent o (M-Z ,  f f l -  Y) -- (M, M-  X) and so the co- 
domain of D M is isomorphic to KUxP(M). Finally, the pair (N(Y), N(Z)) is 
homotopy equivalent to (Y, Z), so we have isomorphisms identifying the 
domain of DM: 
KU;(N( Y), N( Z) ) = KU;( Y, Z) 
= KUp(Y +, Z +) 
= KvAY+/Z ÷, o~) 
= KUp((Y - Z) +, 09) 
= Ku~(Y-  z)  
=KUrd(X). 
DEFINITION 5.5. We now define the Riemann-Roch map for a complex 
algebraic variety X embeddable into a smooth variety M: 
rM: ~;(x) ~ KuL~(x). 
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For every variety X over C there is a natural map of sheaves of topological 
spaces 
12B.~d~ Z × ZooB.~1(Cgx) ~ (Z >(BU t )) =~g/ ,  
where 
= (z  x Bu)  
The sheaf ~"  is pseudoflasque in the sense of [10] because very pair of 
Zariski open sets V, W c X is an excisive couple. Hence for every open set 
V c X there is a map 
J -2B.23(V) -~ (Z × BU) v, 
which is compatible with inclusions of open sets V c W c X. The induced 
map rP: K; ~ KU -p is the higher K-theory analogue of r we want. Given 
such an inclusion V c W we then have a map induced on the homotopy 
fibres of the restriction maps: 
riB.23) (Z × BU) (W,'. 
In the case of W = M a smooth variety and V = M - X, where X c M is a 
closed subvariety, the domain of this map is ~B.2 J " (X)  and the induced 
map on homotopy groups is 
Ku C(x). 
The rest of the proof is entirely parallel to that of Theorem 4.1. Note that in 
the proof of Theorem 4.1 the independence of the map r ,  from the smooth 
embedding used to define it was a consequence of Theorem 3.1; the analogue 
of this theorem for topological K-theory instead of F cohomology is again 
proved using the same methods as those of Section 3, the purity theorems 
used in Sections 3 and 4 being replaced by duality or the Thorn isomorphism 
and the Dold-Thom computation of the cohomology of projective bundles 
being replaced by the analogous result for KU*. 
6. WALDHAUSEN K-THEORY OF THE DERIVED CATEGORY 
AND LOCAL CHERN CLASSES 
Let ~ be an exact category in the sense of [31], which we may view as a 
full exact subcategory of an abelian category J .  Then the category Cb(~ ) of 
bounded homological complexes of objects in ~ has a natural exact category 
structure; X.-~ Y.-~ Z. is exact if for each k (90 by hypothesis) Xk -~ 
Yk -~ Zk is an exact sequence in ~. ~(~)  is a category with cofibrations and 
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weak equivalences in the sense of [39]. A cofibration is an admissable 
monomorphism in the exact category Cb(~ ), and a weak equivalence is a 
homology equivalence (the homology objects lie, a priori, in ~¢). If we 
denote the category of weak equivalences by h, then in the notation of 
Waldhausen [39], there is a homotopy Cartesian square: 




where c~b(~e)h is the category of acyclic complexes and J: c~(~e)h ~ Cb(~e) is 
the natural inclusion. Our object is to prove: 
THEOREM 6.2. There is a weak equivalence h.S.C~b(~) ~ B. .~.  
First we need a lemma: 
LEMMA 6.3. Let ~ be an exact category. Then S.~ ~ B .2~.  
Proof. A p-simplex in B .2~ is a diagram 
Pp--+ Pp-1 + "'" -+ Po 
in Q~. For each i, j , O~i<j~n we have a map P/-+P+ which is 
represented by a diagram in ~: 
P+~- Qo >-+ Pi. 
We call the kernel Nij of the map Qo --~ Py the kernel of the map P~ -~ Pi. If 
k /> j>/ i  then there is an exact sequence Ok 
Nij >--+ Nik-++ Njk. 
The data ({Nig}i<j, {eijk}i<j<k) represent a p-simplex in S.~:. It is easily 
checked that this defines a map B . :~  --+ S.~:. There is a map S.~: -+ B.2~,  
defined as follows. Let ({Nij }, {eijk} ) be a p-simplex in S.~. Then for each 




/ \  \ 
0> ,Nol ~.'.0 
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which represents a "singular" 2-simplex of B.2ge; i.e., a 2-simplex of 
ExZ(B .2g)  [45]. The Eij k all fit together to form a singular p-simplex of 
B.2~ e with vertices 0, and edges 0 ~ N u --~ 0 for each i <j. Evidently this 
map is injective. For each vertex P in B.2~ e there is a unique path from the 
single vertex 0 of S.g to P 
and for each edge in B .2~ 
0>-*P 
Po e~-- Q >--~ p1 
there is a homotopy (N--  Ker(Q --~ P0)): 
Po ,+-- Q > + P~ 
0 ~--N~ < 0 
This defines a canonical retraction of the 1-skeleton of B .2g  onto the 1- 
skeleton of S.~, which extends naturally to a retraction of B.,Yg e onto S.~ e. 
Proof  of  theorem. By construction the map Sd is an infinite loop map so 
it is enough to prove that there is a co-fibration sequence in the stable 
homotopy category YHo [ 1 ]: 
s .%(s) ,  s . J  + 
By Lemma 6.3 this is equivalent o proving that the cofiber of the map 
B2J :  B .2Cb(~)h~ B .2%(~)  is B_~.  First we identify the domain and 
codomain of BQJ  as objects of YHo.  The identity functor I on %(~)  has a 
"cofiltration" by exact quotient functors: 
I=  FO_.~ F 1 __~ F2_.~ ... _.~ Fn-_~ . . . .  
defined by FJ(X.)~ = X k if k />j  or 0 if k <j. For eachj/> 0 there is an exact 
sequence of functors: 
pi >_, FJ..-~ F j+ l, 
where PJ(X.)k = 0 i f j  :# k and X k i f j  = k. 
Hence by [30, Sect. 3] we have 
K, (P  J) = Id: K,  (%(g))  --, K , (%(g) ) .  (6.4) 
j=o 
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(Note that any diagram in _Y~b(g) is mapped to zero by all but a finite 
number of the F y, so the non-finiteness of the cofiltration F" is not a 
problem.) 
The functor ~.~ 0 P] is the exact functor c~b(~e ) ~ c~b(g ) which replaces all J= 
the differentials of a complex by zero, so it may be regarded as the com- 
position: 
where ~(ge) is the exact category of graded objects ff)j>_.oXj of ~', with 
Xj ~-0 for j>> 0, P is the obvious forgetful functor and G the natural 
inclusion. Obviously P.G-= I~(~') ,  so by (6.4) P and G are inverse weak 
equivalences. Since ~(~)  is a direct sum of exact categories, there is an 
isomorphism in YHo:  
j )o 
(The join V is the direct sum in the additive category 5"~Ho). Now we define 
a map (the "Euler characteristic") 
E: V B.-~g --* B.-~g 
j )0  
by E=~, i>o( -1 ) JE i ,  where Ej is projection onto the j th factor of the 
domain of E. 
Turning to C~b(g)h we see that the identity functor Ih: (~b(ff)  h --* ~b(~) h has 
a filtration by exact subfunctors L,: 
>_-~Lk>_-~ ... >.-~L 1 >- ,Lo=J  
Lk(X.)l = X1 1 > k, 
= Z k l = k, 
=0 l<k ,  
where Z k = ker(X k -~ X k_ 1). Note that a priori Z k does not lie in ~. But we 
may suppose without changing its K-theory that g contains all objects in ~¢" 
with finite resolutions by objects in g [31, Sect. 4], and then Z k does lie in 
g. The quotients of the filtration {L.} are the functors: 
z,,: %(g)" 
Zk(X . ) t=O k:/: l ,  l+  1, 
=Z k k=l ,  l+  1 
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rex.) = ® Zj(X.)~, 
]~0 
s(x.)j= xj®xj_,. 
As with (6.4) we see that S and H are weak equivalences. Hence we have a 
commutative diagram: 
B .~%(S)  h " 'Y  , B .2~(S)  
i t 
j )o  j>o 
where D is the map 
r ,B .2~ 
(Xo,Xl ..... x ..... )~(x0 ,x0+x l ,x l+x~ ..... x ,+x ,_ l  .... ) 
clearly E.D is the zero map in YHo.  Furthermore E is split by the map 
C: (x) ~ (x, 0, 0 ..... 0,...) and since the matrix (3,., i + 6i4+ 1) is invertible over 
Z we see that 
c v D: 8.2s- v V B.2~ ~ V B.2~_~ ~.2~(~) 
j>o j~o 
is a weak equivalence, and E is projection onto the first factor of a direct 
sum decomposition the other factor of which is B .2~(ge)  k. 
We now use the preceding proposition to relate the definition of local 
Chern classes in Section 2 with those of Iversen [27]. First observe that if X 
is a (noetheran, separated) scheme and Y c X is a closed subscheme, then we 
have a homotopy Cartesian square [39] 
hxS.CCb( gx)  hv , hvS .%(~x)  hv ~ , 
l l 
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where ~'~x is the category of locally free ~Yx modules, h U is the category of 
homology equivalences over U, and h x of homology equivalences over all of 
X. There is a natural commutative diagram 
hxS.~(~x) ~ h~S.~(~) 
\ 
U / h~S.~o(9~) 
where the weak equivalences follow from Theorem 6.2. (Note that we do not 
actually need ~x to contain all objects in ~gx with finite locally free 
resolutions, just the objects Z k of the proof of Theorem 6.2, but these are 
already locally free.) Hence there is a natural map 
hu ~ Y q: ~,(hxS.~(v~)  K,_,(X). (6.6) 
Any complex (K.) of locally free c~ x modules, acyclic on U defines an 
element of nl(hxS.~b(~X) hU)and hence of KVo(X). Given a theory of Chern 
classes as in Section 2, we then get Chern classes: 
C[(K.) E Hdj(x, r(i)) 
which satisfy the axioms of [27, Sect. 1.3]. Further if we forget Y, then the 
equivalence 
hx.S.~(~) ~ B._9~ 
is the via the map E of Theorem 6.2 and hence 
C.(K.) = ~ C.(K ~') C.(K~'-') -'. 
By the uniqueness of theories of local Chern classes [27] we then see that the 
definition of [27] and Section 2 agree. 
Remark. One can ask if the map of (6.6) is a weak equivalence. This is 
equivalent to asking if the map 
hu.S-~b(~x) -~ huS.%(~) 
is an equivalence. The answer is yes if the sheaf of ideals defining Y is 
locally principal [20]. 
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APPENDIXES 
7. K-THEORY OF SCHEMES 
In this section we collect together the basic facts about K-theory that we 
needed in the main text. 
First we need to introduce the language of "n-categories." 
DEFINITION 7.1. (i) Let 9 be a category with finite inverse limits. By a 
category object C in 9 we mean a pair of objects Ob(C), Mor(C) in 9 
together with a diagram in 9 :  
SO 
Oh(C) Mot(C) 
( al  
where d o • s o = d 1 • s o = ldobm~.d o is the "source" map, d x the "target" map 
and So is the "identity morphism" map. We assume a "composition law" 
from Mor(C)×obw)Mor(C)-~YMor(C) and we suppose that all these 
structure maps satisfy the usual compatibilities. 
(ii) A simplicial object in ~ is a functor from A °p ~ 9 ,  where A is the 
usual category of finite totally ordered sets and non-decreasing functions. 
There is a natural fully faithful embedding of the category Cat (9 )  of 
category objects in 9 into the category [A% 9]  of simplificial objects in 9 ,  
called the "classifying space" functor. We shall make no notational 
distinction between a category object and its classifying space object, and by 
hi(C) for C in ~ef  (SP~/) we shall mean ~r i of the associated simplicial set. 
A bicategory has the same relationship to a category as a bisimplicial set 
(which is a functor A°P×A°P-~Sets) has to an ordinary category. A 
bicategory consists of the following data: Objects, Horizontal Morphisms, 
Vertical Morphisms and Bimorphisms. The bimorphisms can be thought of 
diagramatically as squares, and have two composition laws, vertical and 
horizontal: 
[] 
The vertical and horizontal sides of the squares represent vertical and 
horizontal morphisms, and their corners represent the objects. A bicategory 
object in the category ~ will therefore consist of four objects (0, V, H, B) 
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and certain maps between them. Associated to a bicategory object C in 
we have two category objects in ~z~' (~):  the vertical and horizontal 
category objects; we only define the first as the second has a similar 
definition. 
DEFINITION 7.2. The vertical category object ( Oz , My) in 
c~g[ (~gE (9) )  associated to a bicategory C has: 
Ob(Ov) = Ob(C), Mor(Ov) = Hor Mor C 
Ob(Mv) = Vert Mor(C), Mor(Mv) = Bimor C. 
From the embedding ::zz:: (~/  9) - - ,  [d °p, ::~: (~2~)] we get a simplicial 
category object in ~,  the vertical nerve of C. Similarly we have the 
horizontal nerve of C. We therefore have a diagram: 
vertical b j~  category o 
I vertical 
nerve 
[A °p, ~ ~)  
i 
horizontal object 
~,~< (::~ ~ ,~) 
I orizontal 
nerve 
[~o~, ~,~ (9)] 
i 
[~o~, [~o~, ~]] ~_ [Ao~ x d °', 9]. 
We therefore see the category of bieategory objects in ~ has a fully faithful 
embedding into the category of bisimplicial objects in 9 ,  which is 
independent of whether one first takes horizontal or vertical nerves. 
All of this has an even more messy generalization to n-categories for 
n )2 .  These correspond to n-simplicial sets, and have n-morphisms 
corresponding to n-cubes. If 1 ~ k ~ n and C is an n-category object in 
then the k-nerve of C is the simplicial n - 1 category obtained by "forming 
nerves in the kth coordinate." 
For more details and many examples of bicategories see [38]. 
We should also state a well-known lemma which we shall need later. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let X.-~ Y.-4 Z. be a sequence of simplicial spaces such 
that X.-~ Z. is constant. Suppose that Xn ~ I1,--, Zn is a fibration up to 
homotopy for all n and that Z,  is connected for every n. Then X. -~ Y. -* Z. is 
a fibration up to homotopy. 
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Proof  See Waldhausen [38]. 
Let ~e" be a small exact category [31, p. 15 ]. Then Quillen constructed the 
groups K i ( J f  ) as the homotopy groups of a certain category QJ#" associated 
to ~f.  
DEFINITION 7.4. 2~/ '  is the category: 
Ob 2~¢" = Ob ~/" 
2~/ [M,  N] = The set of isomorphism classes of diagrams, 
for fixed M and N: 
M<< = P -~N.  
The morphism (,, i) may also be described by the length 2 filtration 
Ker(,) >--~P>-~N of N, together with an isomorphism ~ of the layer 
P/Ker(,) with M. 
DEFINITION 7.5. By an admissible fi ltration F. of the object N of an 
exact category J" ,  we mean an isomorphism class of diagrams 
F o >-+F 1 >-+F 2 ~ ... >--~Fk_ 1 >--+N=Fk, 
where k is the length of the filtration. The quotient Fi+l/F i is called the ith 
layer of F. 
Clearly ~g~-* 2J#" is a functor from the category of small exact 
categories (W.zatf) and exact functors to ~'at' (._~?). Hence ~ 7r , (2~)  
is a functor Wx~cl ~ ~¢~ad~d dted~',z~ y~oafi.~. 
DEFINITION 7.6. Ki(~" ) = z~i+t(-Y~g ), i >/0. 
Waldhausen [38] has described an iterated Q construction i  which 
k-times 
2k~# " = 2 . . .  2~e" 
is a k-category and 2kd{ "is a delooping of 2k -~ ". Since this construction 
is of central importance in this chapter, we shall describe it in detail. 
DEFINITION 7.7. 2k  J?  " is the following k-category: 
Ob(2~ ") _=_ Ob(~/)  
k -Mor (2k~ ") = the set of objects of A" with k-fold 
admissible filtrations of length 2. 
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Note. A k-fold admissible filtration Fil. ..i~ (of length two) of an object 
M is a set of admissible subobjects F6. . . i k>- -~M (ig= 0, 1, 2) such that if 
ij < rj for all j=  1 .. .  n, F i , . . . ik>-+Fr,  . . . .  ~ and if r j=Min(s j ,  tj) for 
j = 1 ... k we have a fibre product: 
Frl"  • "rk >" ) Fs l ,  • *sk 
Ft l . . . t ,  > ~ M = F2 ..... 2, 
together with choices of quotients. 
For example, k = 2 
Foo > 
F lo  > 
F2o > 
) Fol > 
)E l l  >- 
) f21  ) 
> Fo2 
~- El2 
* F22 = M 
We can also write this 
F l l / Fo l  + Flo '( F l i / Fo t  > ) F l f fFo2 
F l l / f l o  (( F l l  > , FI2 
F21/F2o << F21 > ) F22. 
The horizontal and vertical "faces" of this bimorphism correspond to the 
four edges of the second square. 
THEOREM 7.8. 2 k+ ~J" iS a delooping o f  2k~,  k >/1. 
Proof. We generalize Waldhausen's proof for the case k= 2 [38]. 
Let S~Z/ be the category whose objects are the admissible 
monomorphisms in ~f, and where a morphism from x to y is a commutative 
diagram 
X> x ,X '  
/ \ 
y> Y )y ,  
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There is a natural functor d J f -~2 J r ' ,  which acts on objects and 
morphisms as follows: 
objects: X >-~ X '  ~-~ X ' /X  
morphisms: Y >-~, X >-+ X '  ~ }1' ~-~ X'/X,~*-- X ' /Y  >---~ Y ' /Y .  
We can apply the Q-construction i a natural way to d~¢', forming 2kY~ ~" 
for all k/> 1. A (k+ 1)-morphism will be a filtered object Fil..,ik+l of 
where i 1 ... i k = 0, 1, 2 and ik+ 1 = 0, 1, 2, 3. The F i are required to satisfy 
compatibility conditions paralleling those for 2 '+1~f  ". We now have the 
machinery for the proof of the theorem. 
Consider the sequence 
2k~¢,~ 2kt  -~ 2k+ 1j¢, 
of (k + 1)-categories, where .~* I j t¢~ ,~k+ ij¢, is the functor induced by the 
functor t J~ ' -~ _~,  and 2k~ r is regarded as a degenerate (k + 1)-category 
whose (k + 1)-morphisms all have (k + 1)st coordinate the identity. 2k~ ' is 
therefore the full sub(k + 1)-category of 2kd~¢ " which is sent to the zero 
object of 2 k+ 1jr. 
We will be done if we can now show that this sequence is a fibration up to 
homotopy for all k/> 1 and that _~ky j f  is contractible for all k/> 1. First 
we do the fibration part. Taking (k + 1)-nerves of the sequence, we obtain a 
sequence of simplicial k-categories which in degree n is equivalent to: 
2*~e'-~ 2k~2. + 2J¢ -~, 2 ~  + 1Je', 
where ~/"  is the exact category with objects admissible filtrations of 
length m; F o ~ ... ~ FroM = M.  By the Exactness Theorem 
and so, assuming the theorem true for j=  1 ..... k -  1, 
2k~- .~r  ___ (2k j r )  ". 
Hence, up to homotopy, our sequence becomes in degree n: 
2 '~- ,  (2 '~  2" +2 -~ (2*~,r) ~" + '. 
This is clearly a fibration with connected base, and so by Lemma 7.3 we 
know that 2k  J r  "-0 _~kf~ _~k+ I~V is a fibration up to homotopy (so long 
as 2J÷~J¢" is a delooping of 2 J~f  for j=  1 ... k -  1). Finally, both to start 
the induction off and to provide the inductive step we need: 
LEMMA 7.9. _~k~/9~ is contractible fo r  all k. 
607/40/3-5 
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Proof of lemma. We have an explicit null homotopy of _qP~?" via the pair 
of natural transformations: 
(o (o 
These then induce the required nullhomotopy of -Ykt~¢" by the functorality 
of the Q-construction. This also exhibits an explicit homotopy equivalence 
_~ k~,, ~ O2k+ 1~,,. 
DEFINITION 7.10. 
and has maps 
J~C, is the C -  W O-spectrum which in degree n is: 
(.A~,), = O-<~-1)_qJe' n ~< O, 
=..Y"~f" n >/1 
adjoint to the maps ~n~¢,_~ O..~n+l of the theorem. 
We therefore can regard the K-theory of the category J as the (stable) 
homotopy of the spectrum Jd',, i.e., K~(~¢') = n i (~e ). 
We now describe Waldhausen's construction of products, and show that it 
is compatible with the infinite loop space structure of Definition 7.10. 
Throughout we shall be considering a biexact functor J × jU - , °  t ' .  
Consider the pair of categories ~(" ,  2JU.  Then we have a natural 
bicategory 2~/® 2.A ~, homotopy equivalent o _g j r  X WJU, in which a 
bimorphism is pair (g, v) of morphisms from-~Jf, 2 J ' ,  respectively. We 
then have a natural functor 2~'®WJ / / '~22~ which takes the 
bimorphism (F~, Gi) in .2~r® ~S (remember F i and Gj are length 2 
admissible filtrations of objects in ~", S/", respectively) to the bimorphism 
~o(F~, Gi) of 2_~.~; here o(F i, Gj) is a bifittered object of ~ .  We can extend 
this to a whole family of products (Pm,n for m, n >/1 : 
m~n 
These take the pair (Ft, Gj), where now Fg and Gj are objects of ~/and  S 
with m and n-fold filtration respectively, to the (m + n)-fold filtered object 
Since (Om,n(O , N)= ~0m,n(M, 0 )= 0 for all M, N in Ob(_Y"~"), Ob(2"~/') 
these products induce maps on spaces (i.e., simplicial sets) 
We want to patch these together to obtain a pairing of spectra, so we must 
check that all these products are compatible with the deloopings. 
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LEMMA 7.1 1. 
I 
3 m + U/ /® ~" J / "  
We have commutative diagrams 
.ym +,3  .ymj¢, ® .Y"d# 
> .~m+"+13 
2m~¢" ® ~"L/.Z/------> 2m+".~e3 
I 
=2mii.®~.+lZl- > =~m+,,+l~. 
Proof Obvious. 
Checking the difference between the isomorphisms 
induced by the two deloopings of -~m+"3 in the lemma, we find that if 
aCT~k(2m+l~'), flElri2n,/l/" and .QaETrk_l~m~ ", then ep(J3a, f l )= 
(--1)" ~(o(a, fl), and ~(a, Ob) = T2~(a, fl). 
We can summarize the results of this section in: 
THEOREM 7.12. Let ~e X J ~ 3 be a biexact functor. Then there is a 
natural pairing of spectra 
described explicitly in degrees m, n >/0 by the products (ore, . . 
Recall Quillen's localization theorem: 
Tr~EOREM 7.13. Let ~¢ be an abelian eategbry, y c~¢ a Serre 
subcategory, ~¢/Y  the associated quotient category. Then 
26  p -+ 2 J  -, ~d/Y  
is a fibration up to homotopy. 
Proof See [31]. 
Obviously 2kY  -~ 2k~ ¢" ~ 2k~c/Y  is a delooping of the fibration for all 
k ~ 1, and so we can rephrase Quillen's theorem: 
THEOREM 7.13'. Let J ,  ~ ,  ~ ' /Y  be as above. Then 
is a eofibre sequence of spectra. 
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This has the obvious but important: 
COROLLARY 7.14. Let SP, 3¢', 3¢'/Y; Y ' ,  d ' ,  o,¢, f iy,  be localizations 
of abelian categories, as in Theorem 7.13, and ~K / an exact category such 
that there are compatible products (i.e., the horizontal maps are biexact): 
Then 
,S, a X ~/  ~ y '  
d/y  x A , d , /y , .  
(i) ~r  A J/('jr~ Jlz'~ A ~Z('~e/~ A ,Z.¢~ is a cofibre sequence (also true for 
~"' ,  .~ ' ,  d ' /~ ' ) .  
(ii) The following diagram commutes: 
~/~ A J/~.~, ~ ~,  
S~P~ A J;'~ ~ S~,  
I f  we look at the bottom square of the diagram of the lemma, we see: 
Kp (0/,,~) X Kq (1"Ju) ~ "~-Kp + q (~/.,,Oj t )  
Kp - i  ( . ,6 '1XKq(~) . . . .  ~-- Kp+q- t  (.d.") 
Note. If we multiplied on the left by Kq~" this would commute up to 
( -1)  q [40, p. 274]. 
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Suppose that ~:"  is an abelian category filtered by Serre subcategories 
d D ... j ,  iD d i+~ . . . .  Then ~U# has an induced filtration 
~r< ~ ... ~v~ ~ "'" such that for all i>/j we have cofiberings: 
~ i  -~ ~:  -~ ~S/~"  
Associated to this filtration o f~w there is a spectral sequence 
E V : K p_q(~gd "+ ') ~ K_,,_, ,(~). 
I f  d = d ° then E~ q is zero unless p >/0 and p + q ~< 0. 
Note. If we have an increasing filtration ... ~c J~/+l  ... we have a 
spectral sequence 
E~pq = Kp+q(J~p/~p_ ,) ==> Kp+q(d), 
which if i ~> 0 is concentrated in p >/0, p + q/> 0. 
For details see [1 ]. 
THEOREM 7.15. (a) Let ~g z") × JU u) --}~ ~k)  be a biexact funetor 
between abelian categories filtered by Serre subcategories, such that 
p(~zu) X jUu) )c~i+y) .  Then there is a naturally induced pairing of 
spectral sequences 
E r (.4: : E~ ~P :. 
(b) Let ~ "") X../U~ 3 u) be a pairing with ~"" and<., a~" as in (a), and 
JU exact. Then there is a product 
E:r'q(~" ) @ K.(M:) ~ E~'q-"(.~'). 
Proof. (a) For all n, q, r /> 0 we have products 
~jnt , :+r  A ~Sl[~dlqi, xiq+r ~ ) ~S~n+ql,~n+q+r. 
Following [41i these products induce the required product of spectral 
sequences o long as they satisfy the following two conditions. 
(i) I fn~>n' ,q t>q ' ,n+r>~n'+r ' ,q+r~q'+r ' , then  
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(ii) For all n, q >7 0, r >/1 in the diagram: 
S~t~fM,,n+r/f/n+r+ 1 A ~q/, /y~q+r ~1"1 
~n+q/,~n+q+r 
t 
One has ~ "#~ = #l(r/A c~) +p~(O A q). 
Note that at the level of homotopy groups, for the product 
we must add a factor of (-1)q: 
p~:K~(~c.,/~c.,+I)~K (j[/'q/jffq+r+l) ( -1 )q )K  ( o'~n+q+r/~n+q+r+l~ 
j-- l '~ /' - -  i+ j - -  1 \~ / ]" 
The truth of (i) is obvious. As for (ii), this involves tedious checking and 
use of [1, Sect. 9] (properties of products of spectra). 
Associated to a commutative noetherian ring with unit, R, there are two 
categories. 
= Category of all f. g, R-modules. This is an abelian category, and we 
give it the naturally induced exact category structure. 
9~ = Full subcategory of JR  of projective R-modules. We make it an 
exact category by selecting those sequences P' ~ P --~ P" which are exact in 
~/~. Thus all epis are admissible and monomorphisms are if they have 
projective cokernels. 
If X is a noetherian separated scheme, we again have associated exact 
categories. 
Jfx = Abelian category of coherent ~x-modules 
gx  = Exact category of locally free modules. 
Clearly if X= Spec(R), then JR  =Jrfx and ~R = ~X" 
Finally we set Ki(X)=Ki(~x), K,(R)=Ki(~R), K~(X)=Ki(~/x) and 
K (R) = 
The groups K i and K~ have the following natural properties, which are 
only stated for schemes X leaving the affine case implicit. Proofs are either 
obvious or may be found in Quillen [31]. 
(1) The Ki(X ) are contravariant functors on the category of all 
noetherian separated schemes. 
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(2) The K~(X) are covariant for those morphisms X- J  Yfor which every 
coherent sheaf on X has a finite resolution by Rf,-acyclic coherent sheaves, 
and contravariant with respect o flat morphisms. 
(3) Both K t and K~ are presheaves in the Zariski, 6tale and flat 
topologies. We denote the associated sheaves by ~ and ~.  
(4) The natural exact functor ~x~Z x induces homomorphisms 
Ki(X ) -~ K~(X) which are isomorphisms if X is regular. 
(5) K~(Xrea) =-  K~(X). 
(6) The biexact functors 3 x X~x~®:xJfrx and ~-~x X 3x-~®:x~ x induce 
pairings on the associated graded presheaves, and their sheafifications. 
(7) If X and Y are schemes over a field k, there is a biexact functor: 
which induces an external pairing 
K',(X)® K',(Y)-* K',(X X Y). 
On a (noetherian, separated) scheme X we have a filtration o f~ x by Serre 
subcategories ~g'~x: 
J"/x = Category of sheaves with support of codimension at least i. 
Let E~q(X) be the associated spectral sequence, then we have the following 
theorem of Quillen [31 ] : 






Efq(x) = @x¢x(p) K_p_q(k(x)). 
E~q(x) => K~_v_¢(X). 
E~ ° is contravariant for JTat morphisms. 
I f  X= !ira X i where i ~ X i is a filtered projective system with 
affine flat transition morphisms, then 
= 
Note that we could have filtered ~/x by dimension of support, and 
obtained a spectral sequence E~q(X) having essentially the same properties 
(though in (iii) and (iv) above one must take into account the relative 
dimension of the morphisms concerned). I fX  is of finite type over a field and 
of pure dimension d, then: 
= 
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The E 1 term of the spectral sequence of Theorem 2.1 breaks up into a family 
of complexes R* (q/> 0): 
® K _Ak(x)) 
x~X(P) 
each of which comes with an augmentation Kq(X)~ R*(X). By (iii) above 
this situation may be sheafified in the Zariski topology, to obtain for each 
q/> 0 an augmented complex of sheaves, 
whose stalk at a point x E X is by (iv) of the theorem: 
g,(Ox,x) -~ R *~ (O~,z). 
The utility of these complexes comes from: 
GERSTaN'S CONJECTURE. I f  X---- Spec(A), A regular local, then R* is a 
resolution of K a, for all q. 
THEOREM 7.17 (Quillen [31[) The above conjecture is true i rA  is a 
semi-local ring on a scheme of finite type over a field. 
COROLLARY 7.18. I f  X is a regular scheme of finite type over afield 
El, -  = H A (X, 
Proof. By (i) of Theorem 7.16, ~*  is a flasque sheaf. By Gersten's 
Conjecture and the comment preceding it, it is a resolution of ~ .  Hence 
H~AR(X, ~)  = H;(X, W*) : H~Wf'*(X)) = E~'- q(X). 
From (i) of Theorem 7.16 we can see that if YcX is a closed codimd 
subset of X: 
) = R *-g ( Y). 
Therefore if X/k is regular, of finite type over a field: 
Hf(X,  ~)  = H'(rd~*~ )) = H'-a(Y,  ~* -2 .  
The geometric ontent of this computation lies in the following theorem: 
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THEOREM 7.19 (Quillen, Grayson). 
differential in the spectral sequence: 
Let X be a scheme. Then the 
@ K~k(x). al , @ Ko(k(x)) 
xEX(P -1) xEX(P) 
~,Zp(X) the group 
of  codimension p 
cycles on X 
® 
xEX(P-I) 
associates to every rational function f E k(x)* its principal Cartier divisor 
on {x}, which then determines a codim p cycle on X. 
Proof [31, 42]. 
COROLLARY 7.20. HP(X, ~p*)~---CHP(X) the Chow group of cycles of 
codimension p on X, modulo rational equivalence (cfi Fulton [17]). 
Let R be a commutative ring, S a multiplicative set in R. Then the S- 
torsion modules form a Serre subcategory U s of ~AA, with quotient category 
~fs-lk. Hence we have a localization sequence: 
,9 K,(g-s) --, Ki(~R ) --, Ki(~/s_1~e) ~ Ki - ,(8-s) -~. 
In the special case of a one-dimensional local domain A with quotient field 
F and residue field k, we get (setting S = R - {0}) 
e, K~(k) --, K~(R) -~ K~(F) ~ K,_,(k) ~ .  
As is well known, K~(R) splits as a direct sum: KI(R ) =R '@ SK~R for a 
general commutative R. For f ~ R" we denote the corresponding element of 
KI(R) by {f}. If • denotes the K-theory product, we write products of the 
form {f l}* . . . * I fp}EKp(R)  as {fl,...,fp} and refer to them as "p- 
symbols." The question to be answered in this section is: "How does 8 act 
on symbols?" I fp  = 1 we find 
8: K,F  = F*-~ Kok = Z 
is the unique homomorphism having the property that if fER ,  8{f} = 
l(A/fR). This is just a rephrasing of Theorem 7.19. For p >/2 we treat only 
the case of a discrete valuation ring. So let R be as above. Set R/zcR = k, 
7r-1R = F the residue and quotient fields, respectively. Since every f E R 
may be written 
f= ~v(f)g g E R* 
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we have 
{f, ..... L} = Z 
1~i1~. •, ~ir~ p 
So by Corollary 7.14 
{gl ..... 7cv(fq) ..... gk ..... l~v(Yi) ..... gp}" 
~{L ..... L}  = Z ~{7~/~(fil)""' ~lJ ( f i r )}( - -1)E i l " ' ' i r  
l< i l< . . .  <~ir<~P 
x (g ,  ..... ~ , ,  .... g,,,...,,¢~,, .... g,,}, 
where ~. is the image of gi in k* and ci,...i, is the sign of the permutation 
(il ..... it, 1,...,/'1,..- fr ..... p). Now to compute the tg{Tr ..... 7r} portion of this 
formula, we first observe that {g, re} = {zc,-1}, since {n, 1 -g}  = 1. Rather 
than justify this directly, we shall use the fact that Waldhausen's product 
agrees with Loday's [28, 38]; now it is known for Loday's product that the 
symbols in K 2 defined via the product K1 × K1 ~ K 2 are the same as those 
defined by Milnor. Hence {z~,..., zc} = {~r,-1 ..... --1} E Kr(F) so 6~{7c ..... 7c} = 
{-- 1,..., - 1 } E K r_ 1 (F). Summarizing, we have: 
THEOREM 7.21. Let R, F, k, v, f i ,  gi, g,i (i = 1 ... p), be as above, then 
o{f ,  . . .  fp}  = 
• 1 V " {--1 ..... --1} (- 1)~'l"'''rzj=* (f0) 
i<~il< ~ • . . <~ir< p 
X { g l  " ° "  g l l  . . . . .  gk  . . . . .  f f i  r '  . . . .  gpt  ° 
THEOREM 7.22. Let f :X~ Y be a proper morphism of noetherian 
schemes. 
(i) I f  there is an ample line bundle L on X, then there is a natural 
homomorphism of spectral sequences 
jr,: Erpo(X) ~ E~q( Y) 
compatible with the map on the abutments 
f , :  K~,(X) --* K',(Y). 
(ii) In general there may be no such L on X and therefore we do not 
know how to construct a trace map on E r for all r. However there is always 
a trace map between the E 2 terms of the spectral sequences: 
f , :  E2q(X)  --9 E2pq(Y) .  
This, however, is only a homomorphism of bigraded groups. 
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Proof (i) Let JVxc~ x be the full subcategory consisting of those 
sheaves F for which R~f,F= 0, i > 0. Let ~/c~/be  the induced filtration 
by dimension of support. By the same argument as in Quillen [31, p. 42], the 
inclusion ~c J (~ is a homotopy equivalence, and therefore induces an 
isomorphism 
But we have an exact functor, compatible with the topological filtrations: 
~.X-+~.Y.  Hence we have the desired homomorphism: 
r ~ r r Epq(X) -- epq(~.X) -~ Epq(Y). 
An immediate corollary of (i) is the following generalization of a result of 
Weil. 
RECIPROCITY LAW FOR CURVES. Let X/k be a complete curve over a 
field, and d~:Ki(k(X))-+Ki_l(k(v)) the differential in the localization 
sequence for the local ring at the point v of X. Then Ya E Ki(k(X)): 
Nmk~)/k(d~(a ) ) = O, 
l) 
where Nmk(v)/k: Ki_~(k(v))-~Ki_~(k ) is the trace map for the finite field 
extension k(v)/k. 
Proof Consider the projection p:X-~ Spee(k). a ~Ki(k(X)) defines an 
element in E~,i_ I(X) • Now 
~' Um~<~)/k(d~(a)) = p,  (dlx,i_ ~(a)) 
/) 
which by existence of the trace map =d[i_lp,(a ). But p,(a) lies in 
E{,i_ l(Spec(k)) = O. 
Using the reciprocity law we now prove (ii) of the theorem. 
First observe that for each p we have natural additive funetors 
f ,. : (x )  -, 4 ( ( r) .  
However, f., is exact, for suppose J -  is a coherent sheaf supported on closed 
subset Z c X of dimension at most p. Then f (Z)  either has dimension <p or 
f l z  is generically finite, and in both cases Rif, J -  has support of dimension 
at most p -  1 for all j >~ 1. Hence there is a homomorphism of bigraded 
groups 
f l l  1 _...1, 1 E~q(X) Epq(Y). 
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It will be sufficient o-check that this homomorphism is compatible with the 
differentials: 
® x,+.k(x) ~ , ® K.+~_,(k(u)) 
XEXp UEXp_ l 
® K.k(y) ~' , ® K~+q_l(k(v)). 
y~Yp O~Yp I 
So we take a ~ Kqk(x), some x E Xp, and chase it round the diagram. 
There are two cases: 
(a) k(x)/k(f(x)) is finite; i.e., {2}~ 137} (y=f (x ) )  is generically 
finite. The non-finite locus has codim >/2 on {y}, so all the u ~ {2} c3Xp_~ 
are finite over their images. So to check that f ,  d(a) = dr, (a) we may restrict 
ourselves to the open subset U of x in {2} on which f is finite; since 
f ,  :.~rv-~ g,~fl is exact we have a map U**(U)~ E~,({y}) for all r >~ 1, and 
the desired identity follows. 
(b) k(x)/k(f(x)) transcendental. Since this means f , (a)  = 0, we have 
to check f ,  • d~(a) = 0. If t: dim k(x)/k(f(x)) >/2 then all divisors u of {2} 
have relative dimension at least 1 over their images and so f , f (a )= 0. If 
t: dimk(x) lk(f(x)) is 1, then all divisors u which are finite over their 
images lie in the generic fibre of f :  {2} -~ {y} which is a curve. The result 
now follows from the reciprocity law for curves. 
As a corollary of this we obtain the following well known algebraic fact: 
(cf. Fulton [ 1 7, p. 6 ]). 
COROLLARY 7.23. Let A be a one-dimension local noetherian domain 
with maximal ideal P and quotient field K. Let L be a finite extension of K, 
B a finite A-algebra whose quotient field is L. Let P~ ... Pr be the prime 
ideals orB lying over P, B i ----Bpi. Suppose t @ B and NL/K(t ) C A. Then 
I~(A/N(t)A ) = ~ [Bi/P~B,: A/P] IBi(B #tB,). 
i 
Proof. Just use the theorem for Spec(B)-~Spec(A) together with 
Theorem 7.14. 
For a general scheme X, the biexact functor: 
is compatible with the topological filtration on ~gx, so that we have pairings: 
E~q(X) ® K,(X) -, Er ~'q+ '(X), 
r r E,.(x) ® Ki(X) -~ E~,q+ ~(X) 
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and hence also a pairing of complexes of sheaves: 
This last pairing is compatible with the augmentations JWpo~'* and 
~/~ ° 
Similarly for the external product for schemes of finite type over a field we 
get: 
EPrq(X) P',q' p+p',q+q' V). @E r (Y )~E r (X× 
In particular the product on E 1 terms provides pairings of complexes, for 
each q, q' >/O: 
r,,-q,*,-q': E*l ,-q(x) @ E*l '-q'(Y) .-., E*l ,-q-q'(X × Y) 
compatible with the differentials in the sense that: 
df+P"-q-q'(r(x ® y)) = T(df-q(x) (~ y) + (--1) p-q r(X ® df'-q' (y) ). 
Using Theorem 7.16 we may write this pairing down explicitly; the pairing 
yEY(J) zE(XX y)(i+j) 
is composed of the maps 
Kq_ i(k(x)) ® K~_/k(y))  
induced by the pairing of rings 
® 
ze (121 x 1~1) ~°) 
k(x) ® k(y) ® k(:). 
z 
In particular  q'-q'q''-q' is the external product on cycles. 
When, for each q>/O, we view E*'-q(X) as a complex R*(X) and 
similarly write E*'-q'(Y) as R*,(Y) we find that the product r induces a 
pairing not from R*(X)®R*,(Y) to R*+q,(X× Y) but between the 
complexes I*(X) and I*l(Y ) where t i-p - ~l , -p for p q, q'. Using a trick of ~p - -  ~ l  
Grayson we can modify the pairing in order to circumvent the failure of r to 
be a pairing between the complexes R*. Define a pairing 
t~*,'q*, : R*q (X) ® R*q,( Y) ~ R~+q,(X Y) 
by i,j' ~%,q,=(-1)qJri '-q'J '-q' It is easily checked that d(l.t(x®y))= 
/.t(dx ® y) + ( -1)  Ixl/2(x ® dy), so that /t is indeed a pairing between 
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complexes. We may sheafify the situation in order to obtain a pairing of 
complexes of sheaves on X × Y (where Px, Pv are the natural projections): 
p: (p*~*)  ® (p*~*,) ~ ~*+q, 
compatible, via the augmentations ~ ~ ~2" for p = q, q', with the product 
p~q @ p~,  -, ~q+q,. 
THEOREM 7.24 (Projection Formula). Let f :X~Y be a proper 
morphism, then we have a commutative diagram of graded complexes: 
Proof. 
functors: 
E~,q(X) ® Kp(Y) . E~,q+p(X) 
Is,®1 Is, 
EI,q(Y) ® Kp(Y) , E~,q+p(Y ) 
We have, for each i>/0, a commutative diagram of exact 
[<(x)/~_lix)] x ~( r3  ~ , <(x ) /~,_ , i x )  
Is,× 1 Is, 
The vertical arrows give the desired maps of complexes by Theorem 7.22 
while the horizontal arrows do too, since the pairing "®~/' respects the 
topological filtrations o n ~'(X) and J (Y ) .  
8. CHOW THEORIES ON THE CATEGORIES OF SCHEMES 
Recall from Theorems7.16 and 7.22 that the two Quillen spectral 
sequences (corresponding to the dimension and codimension filtrations) have 
the following properties: 
(i) E~q is covariant with respect o proper morphisms. 
(ii) E~_q(X)~CHp(X), the Chow group of dimension p cycles 
modulo rational equivalence. 
(iii) If X is regular and of finite type over a field, then Efq(X) breaks 
up into complexes R* which are resolutions of ~ ,  so that 
E~.q(X) ~_ HP(X,~Yd'_q). 
The significance of these three properties is that (i) and (ii) suggest that 
the functor X~E~q(X) forms a homology theory on the category of 
schemes, which contains the "classical" Chow homology theory (cf. Fulton 
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[17]) as a direct summand. Turning to (iii), this we may regard as saying 
that we have a "duality" isomorphism between the groups EEq(x) and 
H ' -P (X ,~_ , )  for a pure n-dimensional regular variety. Because the 
functors Kq are contravariant on the category of all schemes we see that the 
HP(X,~q) form a bigraded contravariant functor with a product structure 
induced by the K-theory product. 
The object of the rest of this section will be to show that these two 
functors form a homology-cohomology theory, with values in the category of 
abelian groups, possessing suitable properties. Such a theory can be referred 
to as a "Chow theory." 
We now give a general description of a Chow theory, and list the main 
properties uch a theory should have, which are more extensive than the 
axioms of Section 1. 
Homology 
Homology should be a covariant functor from the category of schemes 
and proper morphisms to the category of bigraded abelian groups: 
X ~ CHr,~(X). 
This functor should have the following properties. 
(1) Given Y~SX of pure relative dimension d, there should be Gysin 
maps CH~,s(X ) ~ CHr+d,~+d(Y ) i f f  is either flat or a regular immersion. 
(2) The Gysin homomorphism CH~,~(X)~ CHr+,,~+,(Alx) should be an 
isomorphism (i.e., CH** should satisfy homotopy). 
(3) Given a pair (X, L 0, U open in X, there should be a long exact 
sequence 
a CH~.s( X_  U)~ CH~,s(X ) -~ CH~+d,s+d(U ) -8, CHr_J,s(X- U) 
(d is the relative dimension of U/X). 
(4) Given a filtered projective system {X~, r~} with affine flat transition 
morphisms, the natural map 
CH**(X~) ~ CH** li~ X,~) 
a ot 
should be an isomorphism. 
(5) There should be a specialization map from the homology of the 
general fibre of a flat family to the homology of the special fibre. 
(6) Homology should only depend on the reduced structure of a scheme, 
i.e., 
CHrAX) = CHrAXre~). 
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(7) If X is irreducible of pure dimension , then CH., +.(X) should be of 
rank 1 with a canonical generator IX]. Hence for each closed codimension p 
subscheme YcX we should get a class [Y] C CH,,_p,n_.(X); this "cycle 
class" map should define a natural transformation from the classical Chow 
group functor [17] to the theory CH**. 
Cohomology 
This should be a contravariant functor from the category of all pairs of 
schemes (X, U), U c X open, to the category of bigraded abelian groups : 
(x, u)-, A  u(X) = A"/q(X), 
where Y = X-  U. Cohomology should have cup products and cap products, 
both compatible with supports and with each other: 
(X) 
Apv,q(X) @ CHr,s(X) n > CHr_p,s_q(y)" 
Cohomology should also have the following properties: 
(1) For X regular, of finite type over a field and of pure dimension , 
cap product should induce an isomorphism: 
A~,,7(X) mtxl CHd_e,d_q(y)" 
(2) I fp :X-~ Yis proper and i fxC  CH**(X), y~A**(Y) :  
p,(x np*(y ) )  = p,(x) N y 
(The projection formula). 
(3) If X is of finite type over a field, smooth and quasi-projective, then 
the cup product on A" '  should coincide, via duality, with the classical inter- 
section product. 
(4) There should be a theory of Chern classes satisfying the usual 
axioms (as described in Grothendieck's article [211). 
DEFINITION 8.1. From now on, by Chow homology and cohomology we 
shall mean the theory defined as follows: 
CHp,q = E2,_q(X); homology graded by dimension, 
AV'q(X) = Hvr(X,~o); cohomology with supports in Y. 
(To keep track of the indices, recall that 
Epl,q(X) __- (~) Kp+q(k(x)).) 
dirni2} = p 
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The Cup product is the product induced by the pairings of sheaves 
®~q~+q.  To define the cap product we use the pairing (Section 7) 
E~, s ® Kq --* E~,s+ q, 
which induces a pairing of sheaves, and hence of hypercohomology: 
--r 1 p--r 1 (E.,.), 
i.e., "~,(X, ~Z'~q) ® E~,_s(X) --* 2 Er_p,_s+ q. This gives us our product 
A~,q(x ) (~ CHr ,s (X)  o , Car_p ,s_q(X)"  
We can now check some of the properties directly from the definitions. 
The homology Gysin map for flat morphisms becomes the fiat 
contravariance of the B-G-Q spectral sequence (Theorem 7.16). Similarly, 
compatibility with inverse flat limits is Theorem 7.17. For cohomology, we 
know that excision is a general feature of the local cohomology of sheaves of 
abelian groups. 
The long exact sequence for the homology of a pair (X, U) can be viewed 
in two ways. Either as the long exact sequence for local hypercohomology of 
the graded complex g~.  of flasque sheaves, together with the isomorphism 
~ ' --Epq(Y), or as coming from the fibration ~E.(X- U)-~ 
J~.(X) --* Jg.(U) of filtered categories. 
From Corollary 7.20 we have, for X regular irreducible and of finite type 
over a field, the duality isomorphism 
A~'q(X) ~ - CH,_p,_n+q(Y ) n = dimX. 
In particular, if Y is irreducible of codimension d: 
Aav'd(x) ~- CHn_d,_(._d)( Y) ~-- Z [ Y]. 
So we have a fundamental class rlx(Y) C Ady'd(x) such that 
n Ix ]  = [Y]. 
THEOREM 8.2. Let Y c Z be a pair of closed subschemes of the scheme 
X, then given elements a E A~'q(X), fl E Az'S(X), 7 E CHi,j(X ) we have: 
(a k.J fl) (-) y = a f~ ([3 f-~ 7) ~ CHi-p-r, j -q-s( Y)" 
Note that if a C A~'°(X) and f ln  y ~ CHt_r,j_s(Z), we define a n (/3 n y) as 
( i 'a) (~ (/3(~ 7), where i: Z~X is the natural inclusion. 
Proof. Since the K-theory product is associative for all triexact functors 
607/40/3-6 
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d" × d / '  × J / "  --, JU, and ~ ® E 1 -~ E 1 is a map of graded complexes, 
we have a commutative diagram: 
/ \ 
\ / 
The theorem now follows by applying general properties of local 
cohomology. 
THEOREM 8.3. Let p: T~ X be a fiat map whose fibres are all affine 
spaces of dimension d (note that p is therefore surjective). Then 
p*: CHr,s(X)-* CHr+d,s+d(T) is an isomorphism. 
Proof (following Quillen's proof for K' [31, p. 44]). If Z is a closed 
subset of X with complement U, then because f is flat we have a map of 
exact sequences 
, cn** (z )  , c I4** (x )  , CH**(U) - - ,  
, C~/** ( rz )  , C/ - /**(r )  ~ CH**( ru ) - - - - ,  
which comes from the commutative diagram of filtered categories : 
~. . (z )  , ~. . (x)  ~ ~. (u )  
~.(rz) ,~(rx)---,~.(r~). 
By the five lemma the proposition is true for X if it is true for Z and U. 
Using noetherian induction we can assume the proposition holds for all 
closed subsets Z:C:X. Further, we can suppose X irreducible, for if 
X=Z~UZ2 with Zi--/=X, i---1,2, then the proposition holds for Z 1 and 
X-Z ,  = Z2-  (Z1 n Z2) by induction and the five lemma. Also we can 
assume X reduced since CH**(X) = CH**(Xrea). 
Taking the inductive limit over all closed proper subschemes Z of X we 
get 
CH**(U) = CH**(Spec(k(X))) 
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and 
li~m CH, ,  (Tu) = CH, ,  (Tx(x)). 
Both of these equalities follow from Theorem 7.16. 
We are therefore reduced to the case of Ak a for k a field; further by 
induction on d, we can take d = 1. This is the only point at which we depart 
from the proof for K'-theory. 
LEMMA 8.4. Let k be a field. Then 
,(A,)- CH r s(Spec(k)). CHr+l,s+ 1 ~ , 
Proof of lemma. By duality, we rewrite this as 
q = -s  : H (Ak, ~'~q) = HP(Spec(k), ~q), 
and start with the local cohomology sequence where P = P~-  A~) 
0:, p 1 p 1 p 1 . H~,(P,, Jfq) ~ H (Pk, ~fq) -" H (A k, Jfq) (*) 
Again by duality 
p 1 __ p -  HP(Pk ,~fq) - -  H l (Spec(k ) , J fq_ l )  = O, 
Clearly we must compute HP(P~, ~'~q). 
SUBLEMMA 8.5. 
H (r '1, = G(k),  
= Kq_  1 (k), 
O~ 
= Kq_  l ( k ) ,  
0, 
p~0,  
p=l ,  
p>l .  
p>l ,  
p=l ,  
p=0.  
Proof of sublemma. The Quillen spectral sequence 
degenerates at E ~, and splits up into exact sequences: 
1 1 1 1 0 ~ H (Pk, ~¢rqq + ~) ~ Kq(P,) -- H°(Pk, J~q) -~ 0. 
for a curve  
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Since KqP~ KqkG Kqk (Quillen [31]) we have a commutative diagram: 
KqR • ~-'--Kqk q) Kqk ~-~K k 
where 
= H (Pk,~11) the tautological Cartier divisor, 
fl =P*(  )([~P~] - [d~e~(- 1)]) Op*, 
y=p* ,  
r/= evaluation at any k-rational point. 
From this diagram we immediately 
H°(P~,~q) ~-Kq(k), and so we are done. 
Returning to the lemma we see that 
see that HI (P1, ~q+ 1) 
H~(P~, ~'~q) ~ H1(p~, ~)  
and so the long exact sequence (*) becomes: 
0 -~ H°(P~, ~)  ~ H°(A~, ~q) _~ Hl(pk, ~)  
~(P~, ~)  ~ m(P~, ~)- ,  ~'(A~, ~)-~ 0. 
(Note that 0 1 He(Pk,J,q) = 0 since Fp(.9~io)= 0 for i=  0.) Thus we have 
completed the proof of both the lemma and the theorem. 
Let X~ p Spec(R) be a fiat family, where R is a discrete valuation ring 
with quotient field F and residue field k. So: 
XF~__L,.x.~ J ~.x K 
We wish to define a homomorphism ("specialization") from the homology 
of the general fibre X F of p to that of the special fibre. 
The closed point P of Spec(R) is a Cartier divisor with local equation ~r 
where ~ is any generator of the maximal ideal of R. Then r/p, the 
fundamental c ass of [P] is the image of the class {z~} under 
F* = K 1F = H ° (Spec(F), ~)  ~ n 1 (Spec(R), ~) .  
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DEFINITION 8.6. The specialization map CH,,s(XF)~"CH,,~(Xk) 
given by 
a ~ ~(p* {~} ~ a), 
where 
CHr, s p*l.lr~, CHr,s_,(Xv ) a_£.. CH r,s(xk). 
is 
Note that the long exact sequence for the pair (X, XF) has a dimension shift: 
CH~,~(X) ~ CH r_ ,,s- l(XF) ~ CHr- ',s(Xk)" 
The specialization map has the following property: 
THEOREM 8.7. Let a ~ CHr,s(X ). Then 
cr(i*(a)) = P*~Ip ~ a. 
Proof This equality is the same as the commutativity of the diagram: 
H°(XF,~fll) ~ ~ H~k(X, jill ) 
® ® 
Hn-r (x  d~* ~ Hn- r (  x ,  ~$s+n)  k ~ ~ s-kn] --'----9 
Hn-r(x ~Z* 1) °*Hn- r+h ' r  * 
~: F~"s+n+ X k \ '~  '~s  +n + 1)" 
This, however, is just a statement about local cohomology and the product 
~s*+,, ® ~ ~. ~t+,,+,. 
Note that a similar construction gives a specialization map for K~. 
Let y~IX  be a codimensionp local complete intersection. By [2] we have 
a family Dx/r over Az ~ which is constructed as follows: 
If Jx/YCC~ x is the sheaf of ideals defining IT, set Dx/r= 
Spec~xtd((On>o(Jx/r, t)n)(t))deg=O . While the family Dx/r need not be flat 
over .4~ we do know that t is not a zero divisor on Dx/r, and that the special 
fibre over t = 0 is equal to Cx/r (Nx/r in our situation). The complement of 
the special fibre is X ×z Gm which is flat over X. So if f :  X × G m ~ X and 
p: NX/r --Y' Y are the projections our Gysin map is the composition: 
CH~,,(X) ~" , CH~ + ,,~ + ,(X X G.,) "*~'J~ ~ CH~ + ,,~(X X Gin) 
a CHr,s(Nx/y ) p*-'> CHr_p,s_p(y)" 
Note that p* -  1 is defined because Nx/r is a vector bundle over Y. 
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This construction is a slight generalization of that of Verdier [14]. 
The Projection Formula 
We now verify the obvious analogue for our situation of the classical 
projection formula. 
THEOREM 8.8. Let X~ p Y be a proper morphism and x E CH**(X), 
y~ A**(Y). Then 
p,  (x ~ p 'y )  = p ,  (x) c~ y. 
Proof This follows immediately from Theorem 7.24 after "sheafifying" 
the commutative diagram there and taking hypercohomology. 
Finally, we know that the cup production on the groups 
AP(X)~-HP(X,~)  is compatible with the classical intersection product, 
when this is defined. 
THEOREM 8.9. Let X be a smooth, n-dimensional, irreducible variety of 
finite type over the field K. Suppose Y and Z and are cycles on X, of 
eodimension p, q, respectively, intersecting properly. Then using Serre's inter- 
section theory we may define Y.Z as a cycle on S = Y ~ Z. I f  q(Y) and tl(Z) 
are the fundamental classes of Y and Z in H~(X, ~Z~q) and Hq(x, ~)  (i.e., 
r/(Y)~ [3(1 = [Y] e CHn_v(Y ) and t l (Z)~ IX] = [Z] G CH._q(Z)) their 
cup product tl(Y)UIT(Z) lies in P+q Hrc.e(X,~"p+q) and so defines a class 
(t/(Y)W r/(Z)) 63 IX] ~ CH._p_q(S). Then as cycles on S, we have: 
(q( Y) ~9 tl(Z) ) ~ IX] = (--1) pq [ Y.Z]. 
Proof [43, 44]. 
Finally in order to construct Chern classes and prove the Riemann-Roch 
theorem we need: 
THEOREM 8.10. Let E be a vector bundle over a regular variety X. Then 
n- - I  
A"q(P(E))-~ ® A~-;'q-i(X), 
i=0  
where A p-i 'q- i  is understood to be zero if i > p, q. 
Proof Consider the Leray Spectral Sequence for the projection 
re: P(E)-* X. By the compatibility of E z of the B-G-Q spectral sequence with 
fiat inverse limits, 
J ~ d n - I  (a ~, Kq)x - H (P~x ~' ~)  Vx ~ X. 
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LEMMA 8.1 1. Let R be a regular local ring. Then 
n--5 
HP(p~- I ,~q)  ~ @ H'-i(Spec(R), ~'~q-i)- 
/=0 
Proof of lemma. We have the localization sequence 
-~ HH(p ~ , ~)  Hp(p~-5, ~)  ~ HP(A~-5, ~),  Hv-5(A~- , ,~-~)  o v . -5  _+ 
where H is the hyperplane at oo on P~-5. 
By Theorem 8.3 7r:A~-5~Spec(R) induces an isomorphism on 
cohomology, hence the long exact sequence above splits into short exact 
sequences: 
0~ H~/(pRp rl -1, ~qq) -4 HP(P~ - 5, f q) -4. HP(M~ - 1, ~q)  ~ 0 
HP-1(P"-2,~q_5) HP(Spec(R),~q) 
The lemma now follows by induction on n. 
E H]~(P R , S/~) is the tautological divisor, then we have Observe that if ~H 1 ,-5 
a commutative diagram: 
) rl~/ k r  R ,~zZq+l) HP(Spec(R) ,~)  Hv(p~_1,~)  u~ t.rp+l,.n-, 
7E* 
H'(P"- 2, 
So we can rewrite the direct sum: 
n-1  
ttp(p~-1, ~)  ~ @ ¢ • ~,Hp-i(Spec(R), ~?~q). 
i=0 
Returning to the theorem, the result now follows by the standard Leray 
Spectral Sequence argument. 
Note. (i) The same theorem is true for CH** without the regularity 
assumption. 
(ii) For the case of A p'p this is only a minor modification of the 
classical argument (cf. Verdier [14]). 
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